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In a good co-operation between the supplier and the cus-
tomer many factors are involved. Besides of course con-
ditions such as good service, delivery on time, real sup-
plemen-ting possibilities, relevant product price etc., the 
following topics should be an important part of the co-oper-
ation and decisive for our customers’ subsequent selection 
of the right garments.

With Nybo Workwear A/S we work with experienced 
sub-suppliers of raw material for industrial washable prod-
ucts, and all specifications of fabrics and accessories 
are determined and controlled according to international 
standards including ISO 15797 guidelines for test of prod-
ucts for industrial laundering. The co-operation includes 
supervision of dyeing methods, and a continuous follow-up 
takes place regarding the fulfilment of the agreed demands 
and arrangements.

Nybo Workwear A/S works according to the CSR-princi-
ples – Corporate Social Responsibility and Code of Con-
duct guidelines concerning environmental conditions in 
the production and consideration of public demands and 
standards regarding e.g. substances hazardous to health, 

QUALITY, ETHICS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

working conditions etc. We use OEKO-TEX 100 certified 
fabrics and trims. Furthermore certain fabrics has the 
“bluesign” standard. 

Beyond the above Nybo Workwear A/S co-operate with 
sub-suppliers on other areas as e.g. social conditions in 
the place of production, and significant contributions are 
given to attain better conditions for both human beings and 
the environment. Regular visits in the places of production 
guarantee observance of the agreed conditions.

In this way we take the responsibility towards both envi-
ronment and people at our own production units and at the 
sub-suppliers and aim at complying with our customers’ 
realistic demands and expectations.

Nybo Workwear prioritizes CSR and 
the environment

Nybo Workwear is a member of the UN Global Compact. 
We are daily obliged to prioritize human rights, working 
conditions, environmental protection and prevention of cor-
ruption. For further information, please visit www.unglobal-
compct.org where our CSR report is also to be found. 

We make all the effort to ensure that fabrics and acces-
sories are produced with the least possible environmental 
impact, since environmental considerations are one of our 
major focus areas.

See certificates on www.nybo.com
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Since 1962, the family business Nybo Workwear has been one of the leading 
 companies in the market for light work wear. We work with development, production 
and selling of light work wear to industrial laundries, hotels, restaurants, retailers, 
service, the Danish Royal Family and dealers on many European markets. Among 
the end users are elderly care, waiters, cooks, nurses, the medical sector and many 
more.

The vision is 100% clear – we want to maintain and strengthen our position on the 
European market. Through innovation and development, we work constantly to be at 
the forefront of the constantly changing demands for new fashion, design and quality.

Nybo Work Wear is present in all North European countries. The head office lies in Vi-
borg containing sales, product development/construction and administration together 
with warehouse buildings. The production facilities are in Europe and the Far East, 
the main idea being that all collections are produced in the Far East in big quantities 
and when needed quickly in smaller quantities in Europe. Nybo Workwear has about 
25 employees in Viborg.

The high-tech production facility enables us to strengthen our competitiveness and 
ensure that the quality meets the criteria set by our high internal quality control. Our 
modern process technology enables us to follow and control production to comply 
with the promised delivery times.

All fabric is tested, and we use OEKO-TEX Standard 100-certified raw materials 
where possible.

ABOUT US

Nybo Workwear offers:

Quick delivery from our production facilities in Europa (both samples and production). 

Flexible production set-up between Europe and the Far East.

Quick delivery from our own warehouse in Viborg.

Large stock program with online BtB web shop.

We handle long term projects and thereby securing deliveries through many years in 
the same quality, material and model.

We offer secure process handling from start to finish.

We develop new collections and high standards in our NYBO Workwear stock pro-
gram that meet the needs of the end user.

We develop unique special collections based on customer’s request. 

Our focus values are quality, comfort, functionality, design and availability which we 
strive to achieve through all our actions.

Our professional consultants in the house and external are always there to help, so 
we can plan future projects into the smallest detail. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WASHING/DRYING 
– before using the garment !

All garments should be laundered at least once before use – due to inevitable shrinkage, excess dye and possible chemical residues. 

All size samples should be laundered before measurements and always same number of launderings (e.g. min. 2)

1. Dark colored denim garments should be laundered 3-4 times before use. Some color loss should be expected.
2. A certain amount of “color bleeding” may occur in the first laundering, in particular with dark colors.
3. The amount of “pre-launderings” before use should be particularly observed if dark colored garments are used with e.g. white pants  in order to avoid risk of discoloring. (min. 3 pre-laun-

derings of the dark color).
4. Follow the laundry instructions on the care label in the garment.
5. Always launder garments separately according to fabric type, color, and soil level/type.
6. Reduce “creasing” by lowering the filling rate in washing and drying to max. 75%. Residual moisture before drying should be at least 35%.
7. “Waiting time” between washing and drying and in tumbler after drying as short as possible to minimize crease.
8. Choose drying program (temperature/time length) according to textile type. Avoid over drying. Add steam in finisher drying. Garments with relatively high Tencel/polyester contents will dry

significantly faster than cotton rich garments and should be dried separately (reduced time and/or temperature). Use “Cool-down” function. Use residual moisture measurement in tumbler.
9. Very high drying temperatures may cause extra shrinkage – up to ca. 5% - (e.g. on products with high cotton- and/or with Tencel contents and knitted products).
10. Allow for differences in shrinkage and for customary tolerances from garment production (up to +/- 2 cm) with size samples and in particular when garments are used in “pool stocks” due

to the differences in the garment users body measurements.
11. Low water level in washing may increase risk for creasing/pilling.

Our garments (including accessories such as buttons and zippers) are tested according to ISO 15797 (please see description on our web site www.nybo.com) and evaluated after 5 test rounds 
as specified by ETSA (European Textile Service Association), but it is recommended that you carry out your own laundry tests on new garment types and/or in case of doubt on existing types 
- before use – in order to evaluate possible effects from your own laundering conditions  e.g. in washing, drying and chemical types, - compositions and - quantities. 
We make reservations for possible effects of such variations in relation to ISO 15797 test results.

Optimize the durability of the garments:
Certain chemicals (with contents of e.g. chlorine, lye, active oxygene bleach and optical brightener), disinfection chemicals and softeners may affect/reduce the life time and influence the ap-
pearance of the garment (e.g. color, peeling), buttons, zippers and other accessories. It is important to ensure adequate number of rinses and proper neutralization in the last rinse.
Therefore always check type and use (incl. quantity) of chemicals with your chemistry supplier. 

Guidelines for industrial laundering - unless otherwise indicated on care label:
                                                           White        Colored +              Tumbler          Steamer 

White/colored        drying            drying
Polyester/cotton, e.g. 65/35%, 50/50%, 60/40% with/without
Stretch (EOL) 
Polyester/Lyocell (TENCEL®) e.g. 50/50%, 65/35%, 70/30%                    
Cotton 100%           
Polyester/Carbon 99/1%, antistatic                            
Polyester 100% (jackets/trousers with fleece lining and quilted
blankets (white/navy/grey) from Nybo Workwear A/S                
PRO wear (polos and T-shirts)                                  
Denim, including T400 and TENCEL®                          
T-Time T-shirts/other knitted garments, shirts   
Outdoor garments (e.g. soft shell)                                                                                                                  

85°C         75°C High 150°C
75°C         75°C Medium            150°C
85°C         60°C High                 150°C
85°C         85°C High                 125°C   

75°C         60°C High 120°C  
60°C         60°C High 150°C
40°C         40°C    Medium            No 
60°C         60°C Medium           125° Max. 
Follow the instructions on the care label sewn into the garment
Follow the instructions on the care label sewn into the garment
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WASHING/DRYING
– before using the garment !  

All information stated above are our recommendations. 
Practice may give variations – depending on the equipment, routines and methods in the 
laundries.

Drying in industrial tumbler: above figures state the outlet temperature – High=80°C, Medi-
um=60-70°C.
Tunnel dryer (Steamer): above figures state the inlet temperature and are subject to added 
steam and a max. drying time of ca. 5 minutes (ISO 15797).

Optimize the durability of the logos:
• Choose logotype and quality according to customer´s requirement – and to 
industrial laundering conditions.
• Embroidery may be an alternative to print/transfer logos. Logos should ironed 
only on the back of garment.

Domestic laundering: follow the instructions stated in the care label.

Nybo Workwear A/S, November 2018 

DOMESTIC LAUNDERING

Washing symbols:

 Common washing. 40, 60, 75 or 85 °C

             Can not withstand bleaching. Applies to all colored items

             Dry at low heat - max. 50º

             Dry at high heat - max. 70º 

             Dry at high heat - max. 95º

             Do not iron

            Ironing at low heat - max. 110º  

            Ironing at medium heat - max. 150º

            Clean in perchlor, mineral turpentine or alike
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BODY MEASUREMENTS CHART 

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL
Ladies’ sizes 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70

0 Body height -full 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168

1 Chest width 80 84 88 92 96 100 106 112 118 124 130 136 142 148 154 160 166 172 178

2 Waist width 62 66 70 74 78 82 86 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118 122 126 130 134

3 Hip width 90 93 96 99 102 106 110 114 118 122 126 130 134 138 142 146 150 154 158

4 Thight 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86

5 Inseam 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

Men’s sizes 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80
0 Body height -full 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182

1 Chest width 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140 144 148 152 156 160

2 Waist width 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140 144

2 Waist width (SE, NO) 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78

3 Hip width 86 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118 122 126 130 134 138 142 146 150 154 158 162

4 Thight 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88

5 Inseam 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84
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In this section you will find solutions for a wide range of 
health, care and service personnel. Here you will find 
clothes for:

• Nurses
• Care staff & home care
• Doctors
• Dentists
• Clinical staff
• Cleaning and service
• Stock and logistics

The white colour is classic in the health sector. It signals 
calmness, purity and competence. In recent years we 
have seen that more people also choose to use colours 
more. We are giving you a possibility to combine white with 
coloured, so the classic values still appear in the clothes.

Employees in care and service solve many different tasks 
and have contact with many different types of people. Of-
ten they have the ‘tool’ with them - ball, block, keys, ID 
cards, cell phones or tablet - when they drive, clean, lift, 
mov etc. It demands high comfort and functionality, as well 
as the clothes to signal both courtesy and competence. 
We work with comfort and practicality just as they are de-
signed for industrial washing and drying.
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Cross
c r o s s

75

collection

Everything is connected and dependent. Beautiful harmony between our nature’s structure 
and modern contrast is reflected in the product, as fabric has the misty look from nature 
combined with the architectural lines we see in urban living.

The CROSS collection is made in a well-known fabric, but in a completely new and modern color combination. 
The collection consists of two models: a ladies tunic and a unisex smock series. Both models have stretchable 
fabrics in the back for optimal flexibility. The discrete melange colors of the collection are easily combined with 
many different pants. The inspiration for this highly commercial collection is simply co-existence; life’s develop-
ment reflects culture and technology.

         Facts 

• Adjustable waistband
• Pencil opening in right chest pocket
• Inside keystroke in the hip pockets
• Spacious phone pocket
• Smart details that give a “3D effect”

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage  www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136105120  LADIES’ TUNIC

CROSS
Feminine shirt with smart details. Made of a well-known fabric, but in a 
new and modern colour combination. Pencil strap inside the chest pocket 
and key straps inside the hip pocket. Interior adjustment on the back side. 
The discrete melange colours are easily combined with many different 
trousers. 

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL  

547076120  UNISEX SMOCK

CROSS
The perfect all-round smock. Made of a well-known fabric, but in a new and 
modern colour combination. Pencil strap inside the chest pocket and key straps 
inside the hip pocket. Back side with adjustments in both sides. The discrete 
melange colours are easily combined with many different trousers.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL  

29-Blue 69-Bordeaux  29-Blue 69-Bordeaux  

NEW MODEL NEW MODEL
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v i n t a g e

Vintage collection

This collection is a beautiful complementation to the well-known tailoring of our bestselling Charisma collection shown 
in a new and casual appearance. Super smart and extremely comfortable home range made with vintage expression. 
An original look based on true denim soul, which recalls a cool and casual look; very soft and durable in use, even 
after extensive wash cycles.  A soft pallet of grey with interesting and well-balanced structure look.  
This new look is a poetic reflection of the weather changes with an original and rich surface. A casual and modern 
choice of comfortable garments, which will perfectly accommodate a health & care as well as service area. 

         Facts  

• Casual - denim look
• Stretchable and comfortable fabric
• Adjustment on the back in the unisex model
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Mobile phone pocket which meets users’ present needs
• Side slits for better comfort
• FlexFix press buttons
• V-shaped neckline that feats most users

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage  www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136074120  LADIES’ TUNIC

VINTAGE
Beautifully waisted tunic with a good length that covers 
the behind nicely. The sleeves cover the upper arms 
with a nice and trendy appearance. The model has long 
slits at the sides for optimal freedom of movement. The 
model has one chest pocket and two hip pockets with key 
straps. As an extra feature, pocket for the mobile phone is 
placed inside the right hip pocket.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

XS - 4XL

547066120  UNISEX SMOCK 

VINTAGE
The model has long slits at the sides for extra width. The 
shape is cut straight and covers well at the back. The 
sleeves cover the upper arms nicely and has a sporty 
appearance. 

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

XS - 4XL  

40-Grey 40-Grey 40-Grey

147024100  LADIES’ TUNIC

VINTAGE
Dress with smart V-neck. The model is beautiful waisted 
and has a good length,to right above the knees. Together 
with the feminine waisted look, the lcommon tunic length, 
with either trousers or leggings underneath. Breast pocket 
and hip pockets with interior key strap and mobile pocket, 
respectively.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

XS - 4XL  

NEW MODEL NEW MODEL

NEW MODEL
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75

f l a i r

Flair collection 
FLAIR is a shirt collection in classic and vivid colours, inspired by the current fashion trends. 
Inspiration is taken from modern architecture, urban life, where graphic lines are playing with 
different surfaces. Our FLAIR is a definition of harmony and balance of the creation. 
Values and interests carry far greater weight. Time transition is happening now. 

         Facts  

• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Mobile and chest pocket which meet users’ present needs
• Stretchable back with inner waist adjustment in the ladies’ models
• Adjustment straps in the unisex model for better

freedom of movement
• Casual “everyday” look and a high level of comfort
• The Flair collection match the Mind collection very well due to its

navy elegant contrast fabric
• Light weight fabric in two-tone is highly recommended

for many wash cycles
• Tested and proven very high breathability

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage  www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136099900  LADIES’ TUNIC

FLAIR
Feminine shirt with fine details and a nice fit. Hip pockets 
with inner mobile pocket and key strap. Stretchable back-
with inner waist adjustment. This collection goes very well 
with the Mind collection due to its navy contrast details.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

11-Navy 12-Light Blue 42-Grey 71-Orange

11-Navy 12-Light Blue 42-Grey 71-Orange

147033900  LADIES’ SMOCK

FLAIR
Feminine ladies’ smock with fine details and a nice fit. 
A deep placket enables easy undressing without having 
to pull it over your head. Hip pockets with inner mobile 
pocket and key strap. Stretchable back with inner waist 
adjustment. This collection goes very well with the Mind 
collection due to its navy contrast details.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

11-Navy 12-Light Blue 42-Grey 71-Orange

11-Navy 12-Light Blue 42-Grey 71-Orange

516005900  UNISEX SHIRT

FLAIR
Unisex shirt with functional details. The shirt is through 
buttoned and has two hip pockets with mobile pocket and 
keystrap. Stretchable back with adjustment in both sides. 
This collection goes very well with the Mind collection due 
to its navy contrast details.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

547059900  UNISEX SMOCK

FLAIR
Unisex neck closing smock with good functional de-
tails. Two hip pockets with mobile pocket and key strap. 
Stretchable back with adjustment in both sides. This 
collection goes very well with the Mind collection due to its 
navy contrast details.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL
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n a t u r e

Naturecollection

NATURE is an elegant and discrete shirt collection produced in a sustainable fabric - ecological cotton and 
reused polyester. Sustainability has become a shared social initiative which allows us to view and take up chal-
lenges from a more scientific and creative point of view.The design signals competence and care. Inspired by 
nature’s beautiful colour range. This light and durable fabric is very comfortable in use. The collection is perfect 
for the care and service sectors. 

     Facts

• Key strap inside the hip pockets
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Mobile and chest pockets which meet users’ present needs
• Adjustable at the waist of the ladies’ model
• Adjustable back in the unisex model
• Elegant look in a sustainable quality fabric
• The collection is available in four nice and subtle colours

indicating cleanness, freshness and health. A perfect match for jeans
• Tested and proven very high breathability

All models meet the requirements of industrial washing. 
See on our webside  www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  

New model! 147037920 / 147037120 Ladies’ smock:

• Feminine design made to fit most women
• V-shaped neck - goes easily over the head and is not cut too deep
• Breast pocket with inner pencil strap. Pocket fits a pocket protector
• Room for a company logo, either on breast pocket or above
• Two hip pockets with inner mobile pockets and key straps. Hip pockets have press button
• Adjustable waist in the back
• Stretch effect in the back for extra comfort and flexibility

New color! 11-Navy
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136085920  LADIES’ TUNIC

NATURE
Feminine and delicate - as you know it from Nybo styles. 
Signal both competence and careness. Perfect for 
imployees within the care and service - area. The Model 
is made of organic cotton with stretch in the back. Perfect 
for Jeans.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

13-Light Blue 45-Dark grey 50-Light 
Green

70-Yellow

13-Light Blue 45-Dark grey 50-Light 
Green

70-Yellow

147030920  LADIES’ SMOCK

NATURE
Feminine and delicate - as you know it from Nybo styles. 
Signal both competence and careness. Perfect for im-
ployees within the care and service - area. The Model is 
made of organic cotton with stretch in the back. Perfect 
for Jeans.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

13-Light Blue 45-Dark grey 50-Lime 70-Yellow

45-Dark grey 50-Lime 70-Yellow

536018920  UNISEX TUNIC

NATURE
The perfect all-roundáshirt for men and women. Adjusta-
ble in the back. Signals both competence and careness. 
Perfect for employees within the care and service - area.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

13-Light Blue

547044920  UNISEX SMOCK

NATURE
The perfect all-round smock for men and women. 
Adjustable in the back. Signals both competence and 
careness. Perfect for employees within the care and 
service - area.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

NEW COLOR NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR NEW COLOR

11-Navy

11-Navy

11-Navy

11-Navy
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NEW MODEL

13-Light Blue 45-Dark grey 50-Lime 70-Yellow

NEW COLOR
11-Navy

147037920  LADIES’ SMOCK 

NATURE  
Ladies’ smock with a feminine cut and fine details, good fitting and nicely 
shaped V-neck, which gives a slim look to neck and face. The model has hip 
pockets with an inner mobile pocket with key strap and pen strap in the breast 
pocket. The back is flexible with built in adjustment. 

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2 

XS - 4XL
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s p o r t y

Sportycollection

Connected to online training or keep fit, the fitness and well-being trend is attracting more and more adepts. 
The desire to extend oneself further is apparent. The SPORTY collection is inspired by contemporary running 
clothes. The models are designed with a roomy fit and a dynamic cut with contrast stitching in fresh colours. 
These features all contribute to a sporty visual expression and final look complete smart and comfortable de-
tails. 

        Facts  

• Key straps inside the hip pockets
• Pencil strap inside the chest pocket
• Mobile and chest pocket which meet users’ present needs
• All pockets are fitted with press buttons to secure pocket contents
• Stretchable back with inner waist adjustment in the ladies’ models
• Adjustment straps in the unisex model for better freedom of movement
• Sporty lines and flatlock in contrast which gives a smart look
• Second quality in stretch for better comfort
• The SPORTY collection comes in a modern and friendly colour combination

which can be combine perfectly with our jeans collections
• Tested and proven very high breathability

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  

New color! 11-Navy
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136077920  LADIES’ TUNIC

SPORTY
Slightly waisted ladies’ shirt with elastic adjustment at 
the back to allow extra shaping at the waist. The shirt is 
designed with a breast pocket and both hip pockets have 
integrated pockets for mobile phones and key straps. All 
pockets are fitted with press buttons to secure pocket 
contents. The shirt has a decent length that covers the 
lower back well in all situations. The shirt is designed with 
a rounded bottom edge with ribbing in the sides for extra 
flexibility.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

10-Blue 50-Green 64-Bordeaux

147027920  LADIES’ SMOCK

SPORTY
Slightly waisted ladies’ smock with a large opening in 
the front, which enables the user to drag it over the legs 
and to step out of it. This ensures that there is no contact 
between the contaminated clothes and the users facial 
area. The smock has elastic adjustment at the back to 
allow extra shaping at the waist. The shirt is designed 
with a breast pocket and both hip pockets have integrated 
pockets for mobile phones and key straps. All pockets are 
fitted with press buttons to secure pocket contents. The 
shirt has a decent length that covers the lower back well in 
all situations.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

536012920  UNISEX TUNIC

SPORTY
Shirt designed for both men and women. The shirt is 
designed with a breast pocket and both hip pockets have 
integrated pockets for mobile phones and key straps. All 
pockets are fitted with press buttons to secure pocket 
contents. The cut is straight and the shirt offers a pleasant 
length at the back. The shirt is designed with ribbing in 
the sides for extra flexibility. The sleeves and waist have 
elastic adjustment to allow extra shaping for a feminine 
expression if desired.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

547029920  UNISEX SMOCK

SPORTY
Smock with rounded overlapping neckline designed for 
both men and women. The shirt is designed with a breast 
pocket and both hip pockets have integrated pockets 
for mobile phones and key straps. All pockets are fitted 
with press buttons to secure pocket contents. The cut 
is straight and the smock offers a pleasant length at the 
back. The shirt is designed with ribbing in the sides for 
extra flexibility. 

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

10-Blue 50-Green 64-Bordeaux

10-Blue 50-Green 64-Bordeaux

10-Blue 50-Green 64-Bordeaux

NEW COLOR NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR NEW COLOR

11-Navy 11-Navy

11-Navy 11-Navy
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Fresh 
F r e s h

collection

Maritime and casual inspired range of shirts with a focus on modern look and relaxation. The range is founded 
on simple, Nordic expression, with maritime stripes and classic design an ever-prominent feature. Can be com-
plemented to many different fields. Our designers have chosen to give the range a casual look in the form of 
details inspired by trekking, which is functional and gives sporty and young look. The name FRESH signifies, 
that the range adds a fresh note to your wardrobe and busy working days. 

         Facts 

• Practical hip pockets with snap fasteners with space
for a notepad or a mobile

• Inner key strap inside hip pockets
• V-shaped necklines for better, slimmer look and comfort
• Long side slits for better comfort
• Adjustment on the back at the ladies’ models
• Ladies’ models slightly shaped at the waist, but still

with roomy cut
• Extra light fabric
• Smart spacious pockets
• High comfort fabric
• Beautiful pastel range of a smoothly striped fabric

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  

New model! 136112920 / 136112120 Ladies’ tunic:

• Breast pocket with inner pencil strap. Pocket fits a pocket protector
• Room for a company logo, either on breast pocket or above
• Two hip pockets with one inner mobile pocket and key straps
• Side slits for extra comfort and flexibility

New model! 547082920 / 547082120 Unisex smock:

• V-shaped neck with press button
• Breast pocket with an inner pencil strap. Pocket fits a pocket protector
• Room for a company logo, either on breast pocket or above
• Two hip pockets with one inner mobile pocket and key straps
• Side slits for extra comfort and flexibility
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136061920  LADIES’ TUNIC

FRESH
This model is slightly shaped at the waist, contributing to 
a visually slimming effect. Extra shaping is also possible 
with elastic adjustment at the back. However, the cut is 
still roomy, allowing the wearer freedom of movement. 
Extra long version with a feminine look, reminiscent of a 
dress. It has two practical hip pockets with snap fasteners 
and a key loop at the bottom and space for a notepad or 
a smartphone, for example, and two breast pockets with 
pen loop on the left side - also with snap fasteners. This 
style has a smart lapel and fastens at the front with snap 
fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

95-Blue
striped

96-Green
striped

97-Pink
striped

136062920  LADIES’ TUNIC

FRESH
This model is slightly shaped at the waist, contributing to 
a visually slimming effect. Extra shaping is also possible 
with elastic adjustment at the back. However, the cut is 
still roomy, allowing the wearer freedom of movement. 
Offers a good length that comes down and covers the 
back. It has two practical hip pockets with snap fasteners 
and a key loop at the bottom and space for a notepad or 
a smartphone, for example, and two breast pockets with 
pen loop on the left side - also with snap fasteners. This 
style has a smart lapel and fastens at the front with snap 
fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

536002920  UNISEX TUNIC

FRESH
This shirt can be worn by both men and women. The cut 
is straight and it offers good length at the back. The waist-
line can be adjusted with elastic at the back. It has two 
practical hip pockets with snap fasteners and a key loop 
at the bottom and space for a notepad or a smartphone, 
for example, and two breast pockets with pen loop on the 
left side - also with snap fasteners. This style has a smart 
lapel and fastens with snap fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

547003920  UNISEX SMOCK

FRESH
This smock can be worn by both men and women. The cut 
is straight and it offers good length at the back. It has two 
practical hip pockets with snap fasteners and a key loop 
at the bottom and space for a notepad or a smartphone, 
for example, and two breast pockets with pen loop on the 
left side - also with snap fasteners. The neck fastens with 
snap fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

95-Blue
striped

96-Green
striped

97-Pink 
striped

95-Blue 
striped

96-Green
striped

97-Pink 
striped

95-Blue 
striped

96-Green 
striped

97-Pink 
striped
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NEW MODEL NEW MODEL

95-Blue
striped

95-Blue
striped

96-Lime 
striped

96-Lime 
striped

97-Pink 
striped

97-Pink 
striped

136112920  LADIES’ TUNIC

FRESH  
Slightly waisted ladies’ tunic with a modern look. The tunic has china 
collar and a nicely shaped V-neck, which gives a slim look to neck and face. 
The model has side slits for better flexibility and big spacy pockets with built 
in mobile pocket and key strap. The breast pocket has a pencil strap.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL  

547082920  UNISEX SMOCK

FRESH
Unisex smock with a straight cut fit. This combined with side slits, you get per-
fect flexibility. The model has nice spacy pockets with mobile pocket and key 
strap. The breast pocket has a pencil strap.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL  
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p i c n i c

Picnic  collection

This serie creates a nostalgic, cosy and unpretentious atmosphere. Inspired by the outdoor functional and prac-
tical clothing giving impression of a trekking shirt. The checked pattern is classic in both size and colour, which 
expresses a positive sweetness and lightness. Variety of colour combinations gives the possibility to engage 
and attract the user expectations. When creating this collection our designers put their focus on details, which 
are hand-picked; a perfect combination of smart and practical. The multi colours in checked pattern are perfect 
choi-ces to match trousers in several colours.

         Facts  

• Adjustment in the back
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Closable phone pocket which meets users’ present needs
• Soft brushed surface of the fabric
• Perfect match with our jeans trousers and Perfect Fit trousers

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136073920  LADIES’ TUNIC, BASIC

PICNIC
The tunic is slightly waisted and can be further waisted 
with rubber band regulation in the back. The model covers 
the behind nicely. There are side slits for optimal freedom 
of movement. The model has one chest pocket with pen 
strap and two hip pockets with key straps. As an extra nice 
feature a handy pocket for the mobile phone is placed 
inside the right hip pocket. All pockets have press buttons 
to control contents of the pockets. 

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

536008920  UNISEX TUNIC 

PICNIC
Unisex shirt in a straight up and down cut that covers 
the behind nicely. The model has side slits for optimal 
freedom of movement and strap adjustment of the 
sleeves and the width. The model has one chest pocket 
with pen strap and two hip pockets with key straps. As an 
extra nice feature a handy pocket for the mobile phone is 
placed inside the right hip pocket. All pockets have press 
buttons to control contents of the pockets. Furthermore, 
this model has innovative straps in the sides, which allow 
the user to adjust the smock and make it more feminine.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

86-Blue/Tan 87-Blue/Grey 86-Blue/Tan 87-Blue/Grey 86-Blue/Tan 87-Blue/Grey

547021920  UNISEX SMOCK

PICNIC
Unisex smock with rounded neck in a straight up and 
down cut that covers the behind nicely. The model has 
side slits for optimal freedom of movement and strap 
adjustment of the sleeves and the width. The model has 
one chest pocket with pen strap and two hip pockets with 
key straps. As an extra nice feature a handy pocket for 
the mobile phone is placed inside the right hip pocket. 
All pockets have press buttons to control contents of the 
pockets. Furthermore, this model has innovative straps in 
the sides, which allow the user to adjust the smock and 
make it more feminine.  

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 4XL

88-Green/Grey 88-Green/Grey 88-Green/Grey
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j o y

Joycollection

JOY is a collection created with refreshing expression of a firm beauty and good spirit. Here we meet a smart 
range of tops with classic look in fresh colours. This bi-seasonal quality is ideal for any time of the year. Strong 
concept of a timeless design, where smart details give a new approach to a well-known fabric. The check pat-
tern goes very well with denim and classic twill trousers. 

         Facts  

• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Mobile and chest pocket which meet users’ present needs
• All pockets are fitted with press buttons to secure pocket contents.
• Back with inner waist adjustment in the ladies’ models.
• Adjustment straps in the unisex model for better freedom of movement
• Extra light fabric
• Smart features

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136057920  LADIES’ TUNIC

JOY
Lightweight waisted tunic with elastic adjustment at the 
back, to allow extra shaping at the waist. It has numerous 
smart features, such as a useful roomy breast pocket with 
internal loops to hold pens in place. Feminine tabs on the 
hip pockets and a similar tab on the placket add a little 
something extra. Each hip pocket has a loop at the bot-
tom for securing keys, and there is a neck loop for hang-
ing. The tunic fastens at the front with snap fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 6XL

136058920  LADIES’ TUNIC 

JOY
Lightweight waisted tunic with elastic adjustment at the 
back, to allow extra shaping at the waist. It has numerous 
smart features, such as a useful roomy breast pocket 
with internal loops to hold pens in place. Feminine tabs 
on the hip pockets and a similar tab on the placket add 
a little something extra. Each hip pocket has a loop at 
the bottom for securing keys, and there is a neck loop for 
hanging. The tunic fastens at the front with snap fasten-
ers. This model is long, coming down and covering the 
whole of the back.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 6XL

18-Blue/Tan/
Lime 

57-Lime/
Grey/Pale 
Grey/Tan

18-Blue/Tan/
Lime

57-Lime/
Grey/Pale 
Grey/Tan

18-Blue/Tan/
Lime 

57-Lime/
Grey/Pale 
Grey/Tan

536001920  UNISEX TUNIC

JOY
Tunic with straight ‘up and down’ shape that can be worn 
by both men and women. It has numerous smart features, 
such as a useful roomy breast pocket with internal loops 
to hold pens in place. Each hip pocket has a loop at the 
bottom for securing keys, and there is a neck loop for 
hanging. The tunic fastens at the front with snap fasten-
ers.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 140 g/m2

XS - 6XL
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f e e l f r e e

Feel freecollection

This practical range of tops with complete unique properties and look dedicated for the health sector. Made 
from Comfortec Satin, with the highest weighted cotton content against the body. This series consists of white 
tops with nicely balanced and elegant piping. Clear pleasant message which brings classic clean impression 
with a sporty finish. This collection is good for corporate clothing, where contrast colour can be implemented 
to the company logo colour. 

         Facts  

• Good spacious pockets
• Exterior neck strap
• Mobile pocket and key strap in hip pocket
• Slits for better comfort
• Nice and practical colour combination

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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116032120  LADIES’ TUNIC

FEEL FREE
This tunic has two hip pockets. The left one has a practical key loop, while 
the right one has a useful double pocket. The tunic has a left breast pock-
et for a ballpoint pen, name badge, etc. There is an external neck loop for 
hanging. The tunic fastens at the front with snap fasteners. This style has 
FlexFix fasteners specially developed for industrial washing.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

203033120  UNISEX SMOCK 

FEEL FREE
This smock has two hip pockets. The left one has a practical key loop, while the right one 
has a useful double pocket. The smock has a left breast pocket for a ballpoint pen, name 
badge, etc. The neck opening can be fastened with a concealed snap fastener, and there is 
an external neck loop for hanging. This style has FlexFix fasteners specially developed for 
industrial washing.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

01-White/
Light Blue/
Light Green/
Pale Grey

02-White/
Grey/
Red/
Pale Grey

03-White/
Yellow/
Orange/
Bordeaux

01-White/
Light Blue/
Light Green/
Pale Grey

02-White/
Grey/
Red/
Pale Grey

03-White/
Yellow/
Orange/
Bordeaux
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t e n n i s

Tennis  collection 
Trendy, strong range of tops. Design has a sporty and young look which is complemented to all ages.  Made in 
innovative eco-friendly TENCEL® fabric; which is produced to cause minimal harm to our environment as well 
as being thermo-regulating and therefore it’s an excellent choice for wearers with sensitive skin. This range is 
sporty and functional and send positive and compelling signals to the surrounding world.  Awareness of trends in 
fashion provided to a tennis and golf look. Regular tennis inspired details underline the impression and are giving 
the collection genuine, classic sporty and fresh polo look. 

        Facts  

• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Neck strap outside
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Mobile pocket which meet users’ present needs
• Hidden FlexFix press buttons
• Side slits for better comfort
• Eco-friendly and soft TENCEL® fabric

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136066120  LADIES’ TUNIC

TENNIS
Exquisitely waisted ladies´ tunic with polo collar in a great pique quality. 
The smart vertical piping on the placket gives a fresh and slimming polo-
look - the rest of the pocket are concealed. Breast pocket and hip pockets 
with interior key loops and mobile pocket, respectively. Side slits for in-
creased freedom of movement. FlexFix fasteners especially developed for 
industrial laundering. The TENCEL®  fabric is durable, soft and exquisite, 
and dries quickly after washing.

50/50%  polyester/TENCEL® - 190 g/m2

XS - 4XL

547006120  UNISEX-SMOCK

TENNIS
Unisex smock with polo collar in an exquisite pique quality. Elegant, round neck. Smart 
diagonal fastening at the neck with a concealed snap fastener. Breast pocket and deep 
hip pocket with interior key loop and mobile pocket, respectively. It is possible to make the 
smock waisted by means of loopsin the sides. Side slits for increased freedom of move-
ment. Exterior neck strap. FlexFix fastenersspecially developed for industrial laundering. 
The TENCEL® fabric is durable, soft and exquisiteand dries quickly after washing.

50/50%  polyester/TENCEL® - 190 g/m2

XS - 4XL

26-Petrol Green26-Petrol Green
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a g a v e

Agave  collection

This practical and timeless range for the health sector offers real classics made from Comfortec Satin, with the 
highest weighted cotton content against the body. AGAVE is a collection where traditional meets unconventional. 
Young and smart look underlined by daring curves. The tops are white with a fresh Bordeaux-coloured cross stripe 
on one side and a Bordeaux-coloured check pattern on the other. This smart range is ideal for corporate clothing, 
as the trim colours can be matched to any company logo.  

         Facts  

• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Key straps inside hip pocket
• Mobile phone pocket in right side hip pocket
• External neck loop
• Side slits for better comfort
• Additional colours used with gusto and matching Nybo trousers

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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116035120  LADIES’ TUNIC

AGAVE
This tunic has two hip pockets. The left hip pocket has a practical key 
loop, and the right pocket has a useful mobile pocket. The tunic has a left 
breast pocket for a ballpoint pen, name badge, etc. It has an external neck 
loop for hanging and fastens at the front with snap fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

203034120  UNISEX SMOCK 

AGAVE 
This smock has two hip pockets. The left hip pocket has a practical key loop, while the right 
pocket has a useful mobile pocket. The smock has a left breast pocket for a ballpoint pen, 
name badge, etc. It has an external neck loop for hanging.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

05-White/Bordeaux/Bordeaux-white05-White/Bordeaux/Bordeaux-white
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s u n s h i n e  

Sunshine collection 
This practical range for the health sector offers real classics made from Comfortec Satin, with the highest 
weighted cotton content against the body. The range consists of white tops with coloured trim. Fine and lively 
lines of colours which are playing soft on a white background, bringing joy and happiness to this collection. This 
expressive and functional concept is infused with an edgy, fun and supercharged energy.  An ideal choice for 
corporate clothing, as the trim colours can be matched to any company logo. The SUNSHINE collection is our 
long-term bestseller on the German market. 

         Facts 

• Good spacious pockets
• Exterior neck strap
• Mobile pocket and key strap in hip pocket
• Side slits provide freedom of movement
• FlexFix press buttons
• Nice and practical colour combination

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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116033120  LADIES’ TUNIC

SUNSHINE
This tunic has two hip pockets. The left one has a practical key loop, while 
the right one has a useful double pocket. The tunic has a left breast pock-
et for a ballpoint pen, name badge, etc. It has an external neck loop. It 
has side slits for increased freedom of movement and fastens at the front 
with snap fasteners. This style has FlexFix fasteners specially developed 
for industrial washing.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

203035120  UNISEX SMOCK 

SUNSHINE 
This smock has two hip pockets. The left one has a practical key loop, while the right one 
has a useful double pocket. The smock has a left breast pocket for a ballpoint pen, name 
badge, etc. It has side slits for increased freedom of movement. The neck opening can be 
fastened with a snap fastener, and there is a practical external neck loop. This style has 
FlexFix fasteners specially developed for industrial washing.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

01-White/
Yellow/
Orange/
Bordeaux

02-White/
Grey/
Red/
Pale Grey

03-White/
Light Blue/
Light Green/
Pale Grey

01-White/
Yellow/
Orange/
Bordeaux

02-White/
Grey/
Red/
Pale Grey

03-White/
Light Blue/
Light Green/
Pale Grey
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c h a r i s m a p r e m i u m

Charisma Premium  collection 
This collection is an alternative solution for safe white, where imagination can run wild with a powerful joyful look. 
A smooth palette of saturated pastels reflected in a soft and extremely comfortable and durable fabric made in 
pleasant temperature regulating TENCEL®, that is permanently resistant to bacteria which minimises any sweat 
odour. Furthermore, is this collection sustainable and environmentally friendly due to TENCEL® fabric, which is 
produced to cause minimal harm to our environment. Super smart colourful nursing home range with Scandina-
vian minimalistic expression in details. Happy colours and soft fabric goes hand in hand with the fine cut. Good fit 
secures a high comfort, good looks and at the end – a happy user. Excellent and well-rounded solution for health 
& care service as well as service area. 

         Facts  

• Adjustment on the back in unisex model
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Mobile phone pocket which meets users’ present needs
• Slits for better comfort
• FlexFix press buttons
• Temperature regulating fabric
• V-neck makes the neck and face appear a little slimmer
• Comes in a wide spectrum of colours,

easy to match with different trousers

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  

New model! 536021120 Unisex tunic/shirt: 

• Breast pocket fits a pocket protector
• Room for a company logo, either on breast pocket or above
• Two hip pockets with inner key straps
• Side slits for extra comfort and flexibility
• Adjustable straps in the back for a perfect fit

New color! 11-Navy
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136086120  LADIES’ TUNIC
136086220  LADIES’ TUNIC (13, 59, 64)

CHARISMA PREMIUM
Beautiful waisted tunic with a good length that covers the behind nicely. The sleeves 
cover the upper arms with a nice and modern appearance. The model has long slits in 
the sides for optimal freedom of movement. The decent sized V-neck makes the neck 
and face appear a little slimmer. The model has one chest pocket and two hip pockets 
with key straps. As an extra nice feature a handy pocket for the mobile phone is placed 
inside the right hip pocket.

50/50% polyester/TENCEL® - 190 g/m2

XS - 6XL

547065120  UNISEX-SMOCK
547065220  UNISEX-SMOCK (13, 59, 64) 

CHARISMA PREMIUM
The model has long slits in the sides for extra width. The shape is cut straight and covers 
well at the back. The sleeves cover the upper arms nicely and has a modern and trendy 
appearance. 

50/50% polyester/TENCEL® - 190 g/m2

XS - 6XL

10-Blue 13-Light Blue 59-Light 
Green

64-Light 
Bordeaux

70-Yellow 71-Orange 10-Blue 13-Light Blue 59-Light 
Green

64-Light 
Bordeaux

70-Yellow 71-Orange

NEW COLOR NEW COLOR
11-Navy 11-Navy
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NEW MODEL

10-Blue 13-Light Blue 59-Light Green 64-Light
Bordeaux

70-Yellow 71-Orange

NEW COLOR
11-Navy

536021120  UNISEX TUNIC/SHIRT 

CHARISMA PREMIUM   
Elegant unisex tunic/shirt with two spacy hip pockets with key straps and a 
chest pocket on the left side. It has adjustable straps in the back and side slits 
for a perfect fit and flexibility.

50/50% polyester/TENCEL® - 190g/m2

XS - 6XL
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c h a r i s m a

Charisma  collection

New model! 105113200 Unisex Pants w. elastic in waist:

• Comfortable classic fit for both women and men
• Elastic in waist
• Tie cord ties at the front
• Comfortable front pockets
• Practical thigh pocket with closure and easy access

This collection is an alternative solution for “safe white”, where imagination can run wild with a powerful joyful 
look. Super smart colourful nursing home range with Scandinavian minimalistic expression. The nice happy co-
lours and the soft, yet highly durable fabric goes very nice hand in hand with the fine cut. Good fit secures high 
comfort, good looks and at the end –a happy user. Excellent and well-rounded solution for health & care service 
as well as service area.

 Facts  

• Comes in different models: two ladies’ tunic, ladies’ dress, two various unisex smocks and PULL-ON
trousers

• Adjustment on the back in unisex model
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Mobile phone pocket which meets users’ present needs
• Side slits for better comfort
• FlexFix press buttons
• V-neck makes the neck and face appear a little slimmer
• Comes in a wide spectrum of colours,

easy to match different kind of trousers

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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136100120  LADIES’ TUNIC 

CHARISMA
The tunic is an elegant add-on to our popular Charisma collection. Beautiful waisted tunic 
in a trendy look. Long slits in the side for an optimal freedom of movement. The decent 
sized V-neck with collar makes the neck and face appear a little slimmer. Breast pocket 
and deep angled hip pockets. Phone can be placed inside the right hip pocket.

XS - 4XL

25-Dark blue

547068120  UNISEX SMOCK 

CHARISMA
This style is a further smock to our popular charisma collection. The unisex smock has a 
straight functional angled hip pocket with interior key loopand a mobile pocket, respec-
tively. The hip pocketshave a functional design with inside mobile-phone-pocket and key 
straps. The neck opening has a round cut and can be adjusted with 2 pressbuttons. The-
adjustable straps in the back for making the fit slimmer, make the smock very functional.

XS - 4XL

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      
50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

58-Light 
green

67-Bordeaux
25-Dark blue 58-Light 

green
67-Bordeaux
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136074120  LADIES’ TUNIC
136074220  LADIES’ TUNIC (14, 22, 58, 63, 67)

CHARISMA
Beautiful waisted tunic with a good length that covers the 
behind nicely. The sleeves cover the upper arms with a nice 
and trendy appearance. The model has long slits in the 
sides for optimal freedom of movement. The decent sized 
V-neck makes the neck and face appear a little slimmer. 
The model has one chest pocket and two hip pockets with 
key straps. As an extra nice feature a handy pocket for the 
mobile phone is placed inside the right hip pocket.

XS - 4XL

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

147024100  LADIES’ TUNIC 

CHARISMA 
Dress with smart V-neck. The model is beautiful waisted 
and has a good length,to right above the knees. Together 
with the feminine waisted look, the lcommon tunic length, 
with either trousers or leggings underneath. Breast pocket 
and hip pockets with interior key strap and mobile pocket, 
respectively.

XS - 4XL

547066120  UNISEX SMOCK 
547066220  UNISEX SMOCK (14, 22, 58, 63, 67)

CHARISMA 
The model has long slits in the sides for extra width. The 
shape is cut straight and covers well at the back. The 
sleeves cover the upper arms nicely and has a sporty 
appearance.

XS - 4XL

22-Turquoise 22-Turquoise

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

25-Dark blue 25-Dark blue

58-Light 
Green

58-Light 
Green

63-Pink 63-Pink67-Bordeaux 67-Bordeaux79-Orange 79-Orange

22-Turquoise

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

25-Dark blue 58-Light 
Green

63-Pink 67-Bordeaux 79-Orange

14-Sailor blue 14-Sailor blue

NEW
COLOR

NEW
COLOR
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NEW MODEL

50/50% polyester/cotton 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

14-Sailor blue

105113200  UNISEX PANTS 

CHARISMA 
Unisex Pants with elastic in waist. Comfortable classic fit for both women 
and men. Practical thigh pocket with closure and easy access.

XS - 4XL
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Wellness
w e l l n e s s

collection

This collection is a perfect choice for physiotherapists, spa & wellness and people who are working in the 
home care sector. Asian-inspired spa range in stretch material combined with the luxuries feel of smooth 
satin. The interior of wellness centres and the atmosphere is often influenced by Eastern minimalism, pure 
& clean look. Tranquillity, balance and simplicity are what customers are looking for, and the clothing is an 
important factor in the overall impression. Celebration of beauty of mind, body and soul goes together with 
pleasant comfortable fabric and clean lines of the collection. 

         Facts 

• Asian style inspired
• Many smart details
• Comfortable fabric
• Big, deep pockets
• Internal neck strap
• Slits for better comfort
• Practical key loops
• Adjustment on the sleeves for good flexibility
• Classic colours

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

New model! 118054100 Dress:

• Feminine design made to fit most women
• V-shaped neck with press button
• Two hip pockets with inner key straps
• Slits at the sleeves and at the side for extra comfort and flexibility
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Fusion:

Smart pants:

Clima sport:

White

Color

Nadia:

Color

Color - Scarf

Gastronomy

Performance:
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136060120  LADIES’ TUNIC

WELLNESS 
Ladies´ tunic with simple, visually slimming vertical cuts. 
The stretch fabric provides good comfort and ample free-
dom of movement. Sleeve slit provides good flexibility and 
freedom of movement. Good, deep hip pockets with practi-
cal key loops. Is fasn front with three visible snap fasteners 
and two that are concealed under the tabs.

XS - 4XL

72-Black

547002120  UNISEX SMOCK

WELLNESS 
Men’s smock with simple, visually slimming vertical cuts 
and good freedom of movement. Good, deep hip pockets 
with practical key loops. It is pulled over the head and may 
be opened by the neck. Made of exquisite stretch fabric, 
providing increased freedom of movement.

XS - 4XL

805034900  UNISEX TROUSERS

WELLNESS 
These trousers can be worn by both men and women. 
They have two side pockets and a back zip pocket, 
and tie adjustment at the waist and ankles. 

XS - 4XL

100% polyester - 92 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
65/32/3% polyester/bomuld/EOL stretch - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:
65/32/3% polyester/bomuld/EOL stretch - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:

00-White 72-Black 72-Black00-White 00-White
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NEW MODEL

50/50% polyester/cotton-satin - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:

00-White 72-Black

118054100  DRESS 

WELLNESS
Dress with a simple and vertical cut for a slim look. The small slit at the 
sleeve is an elegant detail and at the same time adds great flexibility in 
movement / massage. It has big and spacy hip pockets with practi-
cal key straps. The dress closes at the front with three visible press 
buttons and also hidden press buttons. The fabric is nice and soft with 
cotton on the inside for a perfect comfort.

XS - 4XL
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a q u a  

Aqua  collection

Collection which is created with a story that combines sophisticated colour blocking with a classic timeless look. 
Versatile white range with smart coloured trim in an interesting cut. The fabric has high content of cotton on the 
inside for optimum comfort. These upperparts are perfect for the care/hospital sector. Complete range is ideal 
for corporate clothing, as the trim colours can be matched to any company logo.

         Facts  

• Good spacious hip pockets
• Internal neck strap
• Side slits for better comfort
• Modern cut of the front part ladies’ tunic
• Sleeves with sew-on trim in contrast colours
• Highly durable press buttons
• Nice colour combination

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136002100  LADIES’ TUNIC, V-NECK CUTOUT

AQUA
Tunic with V-shaped neck in fresh colours. The tunic has a left breast pocket for 
ballpoint pens, etc. and two good deep pockets with space for a notepad, gloves, 
etc. The sleeves have sewn-on trim in individual colours. The tunic has side slits 
for increased freedom of movement. It fastens at the front with snap fasteners 
on a placket. This style has FlexFix fasteners specially developed for industrial 
washing.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

01-White/
Light Green/
Petrol Green

02-White/
Green/
Royal Blue

01-White/
Royal Blue

02-White/
Pe trol Green

207083100  UNISEX SMOCK

AQUA
Smock with V-shaped neck with coloured trim. The smock has a left breast pocket 
for ballpoint pens, etc. and two good deep pockets with space for a notepad, gloves, 
etc. It has side slits for increased freedom of movement.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL
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s p o r t y c h i c

Sporty-Chic collection 
Collection which is created with a story that combines sophisticated colour blocking with classic white. This is 
range with smart coloured trim and interesting cut, where contrasting graphical tones are playing nicely togeth-
er. Contrast colour and interesting tailoring is inspired by sporty clothes and bring freshness and innovation to 
these practical upperparts for the health sector. They are real classics made from a light fabric. Complete range 
is ideal for corporate clothing, as the trim colours can be matched to any company logo.  

         Facts  

• Smart details
• Good spacious pockets
• Mobile pocket in hip pocket
• Modern external neck loop on the neck and at breast pocket
• Side slits for better comfort
• Unique neckline at ladies’ model
• Nice colour combination

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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136039120  LADIES’ TUNIC

SPORTY CHIC
This tunic has two hip pockets. The left one has a practical key loop, while 
the right one has a useful double pocket. The tunic has a breast pocket 
with external loop on the left side for ballpoint pens, name badge, etc. It 
has an external neck loop. It has side slits for increased freedom of move-
ment and fastens at the front with snap fasteners. This style has FlexFix 
fasteners specially developed for industrial washing.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

34-62

207061120  UNISEX SMOCK

SPORTY CHIC 
This smock has two hip pockets. The left one has a practical key loop, while the right one 
has a useful double pocket. The smock has a left breast pocket for a ballpoint pen, name 
badge, etc. It has side slits for increased freedom of movement. The neck opening can be 
fastened with a snap fastener, and there is a practical external neck loop. This style has 
FlexFix fasteners specially developed for industrial washing.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL

02-White/
Grey/
Pale Grey/
Red

05-White/
Grey/
Pale Grey/
Lime

02-White/
Grey/
Pale Grey/
Red

05-White/
Grey/
Pale Grey/
Lime
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c o l l a g e

Collage collection

Modern range of white tops with smart coloured trim in an interesting cut. This collection is ideal for corporate 
clothing, as the trim colours can be matched to any company logo. Contrasting tones are graphicly blocked and 
bringing clear and recognisable message. The cubistic look of the range, brings to memory big pioneers of the 
movement in art like Georges Braque or Pablo Picasso. 
COLLAGE is contemporary beautiful and playful story with expected charm and sophisticated look. 

         Facts  

• Functional and smart details
• Practical big pockets
• Breast pocket with snap closure
• Key straps inside hip pockets
• Pencil strap inside chest pocket
• Mobile pocket
• Concealed fasteners at the front

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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152000100  LADIES’ TUNIC 

COLLAGE
Ladies´ tunic with graphic pattern. Practical hip pockets with interior mo-
bile pocket in the right pocket. Breast pocket with snap closure. Fastened 
in front with concealed fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

01-White/Grey/Tan/Light grey
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l i t t l e p r i n c e s s

Little Princess & Princess collection

White - Coloured - 

Harmonious and feminine hospital collection with well-thought-out details. Comes in tunics with a retro look. 
For many, this range with feminine curves is the epitome of the classic nursing uniform. With special attention 
to feminine fashion trends, presented in a simplicity of timeless classics. 
White is always commercial story, whether response to high street fashion or to the common working day. 
Beautiful tailoring can be found highlighted by a navy details on one of the tunics.  

         Facts  

• Nice feminine tailoring
• Good spacious pockets
• Neck strap inside
• Fastens at the front with snap fasteners

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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119000100  LADIES’ TUNIC, RAGLAN SLEEVES 

LITTLE PRINCESS
Tunic with left breast pocket and two good, roomy hip 
pockets with space for a small notepad, for example. It has 
a lapel and fastens at the front with snap fasteners.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

34-54

00-White 00-White/Navy

119023100  LADIES’ TUNIC, RAGLAN SLEEVES

LITTLE PRINCESS
Tunic with coloured piping on the pockets and sleeves and 
coloured lapel. Breast pocket and two good, large hip pock-
ets. Fastened in front with snap fasteners.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

34-54

00-White

118000102  DRESS, RAGLAN SLEEVES (+10CM)

PRINCESS
Dress with lapel collar. Breast pocket and two good, 
large hip pockets. Snap closure.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

34-54
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Heartbeat 
h e a r t b e a t

collection

Harmonious and elegant hospital range with well-thought-out details. Complete range in shades of white signi-
fies cleanliness, hygiene and harmony. Mood of understanding current fashion trends in a simplicity of timeless 
classics. White is always commercial story, whether response to high street fashion or to the common working 
day. 

         Facts 

• Many different details
• Good spacious pockets
• Concealed placket
• Neck strap inside
• Adjustable waist on the back for some models
• Available also with short sleeve

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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208031100  MEN’S COAT, MANDARIN 

HEARTBEAT
Overall with a practical mandarin collar. It has two good, roomy hip pockets with space for 
a smartphone or a small notepad, for example, and a left breast pocket for a ballpoint pen, 
name badge, etc. This style fastens at the front with concealed snap fasteners.

46-70

00-White

208043100  MEN’S COAT, MANDARIN 

HEARTBEAT
Extra long men’s overall with mandarin collar, large pockets and concealed snap fasten-
ers. Durable fabric, highly suited for industrial laundering.

46-70

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      
65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

00-White
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HEARTBEAT
Overall with a practical mandarin collar. It has 
two good, roomy hip pockets with space for a 
smartphone or a small notepad, for example, 
and a left breast pocket for a ballpoint pen, name 
badge, etc. This style fastens at the front with 
concealed snap fasteners.

34-62

00-White

508004120  UNISEX COAT

HEARTBEAT
Unisex coat with intex measures. The coat has 
consealed fasteners, mandarin collar and slit.

XS-4XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      
65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

00-White

103047200  LADIES’ COAT, MANDARIN COLLAR
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109000900  LADIES’ COAT, LAPEL COLLAR

HEARTBEAT
Ladies’ overall with lapel. It has three external pockets - two hip pockets 
and one breast pocket for ballpoint pens, name badge, etc. Tab with 
snap fasteners to adjust the fit. It has a neck loop and fastens at the 
front with snap fasteners.

34-62

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

209000100 MEN’S COAT, 1/1 SLEEVE 

HEARTBEAT 
Men’s overall with lapel. External pocket - large hip pockets and a 
breast pocket for pens, name badge etc. Tab with snap fasteners to 
adjust the fit. It has a kick pleat at the back to increase thefreedom of 
movement. Neck loop and fastens at thefront with snap fasteners.

42-64

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      
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135023100  LADIES’ TUNIC 

CLOUD 
Ladie’s tunic with two spacious hip pockets and a chest pocket on the left 
chest. The tunic slits on the sides, which gives good fit and greater freedom 
of movement.

XS - 4XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

95-White-
mint/white

96-White-light-
blue/white

00-White

135076100  LADIES’ TUNIC   

CLOUD 
Ladie’s tunic with two spacious hip pockets and a chest pocket on the left chest. The 
tunic has slits on the sides, which gives good fit and greater freedom of movement.

XS - 4XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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136064920  LADIES’ TUNIC

BASIC CARE
Elegant tunic with two good, roomy hip pockets with space 
for a smartphone or a small notepad, for example, and a 
left breast pocket for ballpoint pens, etc. It has side slits for 
extra freedom of movement.

XS - 4XL

247012900  UNISEX SMOCK, (00)
247012100  UNISEX SMOCK, (02) 

BASIC CARE 
Smock with two good, roomy hip pockets with space for 
a smartphone or a small notepad, for example, and a 
left breast pocket with integral pencil and mobile phone 
pocket. It has a practical V-shaped neck that fastens with 
a snap fastener with glossy white cap. It has side slits for 
extra freedom of movement and an external neck loop for 
hanging.

2XS - 4XL

00-White

00-White

02-White
02-White

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      
50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

NEW MODEL

536022120 UNISEX TUNIC / SHIRT 

BASIC CARE 
Elegant unisex tunic / shirt with two spacious hip pockets, 
with key straps and a chest pocket on the left chest. The tu-
nic has adjustable straps in the back and slits on the sides, 
which gives good fit and better freedom of movement. The 
fabric is soft and with cotton on the inside so the comfort is 
in the top.

XS - 4XL  

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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b l i s s

Bliss

7575

collection

The BLISS collection is created for the staff within the service and nursing home sector, who like to have a 
casual look on the job. An original aesthetic based on the denim soul and with extremely soft and stretchable 
fabric quality in use.  A soft pallet of grey with an interesting and well-balanced structure look. The BLISS look 
is a poetic reflection of the weather changes and fashion street wear.  The collection is very functional and has 
many smart details.   

        Facts  

• The collection consists of waistcoats and trousers
• Stretchable and extremely soft fabric with a denim look.

Highly comfortable in use and in wash cycles
• Key straps inside hip pockets of the waistcoat
• Adjustable elastic inside waist of pants and waistcoats
• Legs can be folded and fastened with press buttons
• Opening for a pen in chest pocket of waistcoats
• The left breast pocket is ideal for placing of logo/name tag
• Key strap in the left side hip pocket of waistcoat

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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150043100  LADIES’ WAISTCOAT

BLISS
Slim waistcoat with a high collar and feminine style. Adjustable waist. 
Deep boxpockets with pleatsand pocketflap with snap fasteners. Pen 
opening in the right breast pocket. Left breast pocket is closed with a 
zipper and is ideal for application of logo or name badge. Key loops 
in the left front pocket.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

XS - 4XL

550006100  UNISEX WAISTCOAT 

BLISS 
Highly functional waistcoat with high collar and versatile style. Adjustable waist in the back. 
Deep boxpockets with pleats and pocketflap with snap fasteners. Pencil opening in the right 
breast pocket. The left breast pocket is closed with a zipper and is ideal for a logo or name 
badge. Key loop in the left front pocket.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

XS - 4XL

72-Grey 72-Grey
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105083100  LADIES’ TROUSERS

BLISS
Trendy and elegant ladies’ jeans with adjustable elastic in 
the back of waist, and with low waistline (Model Twiggy). 
The pants has a mobilepocket onthe right thigh, which 
can be closed with a hidden pressbutton. The legs can 
be folded and fastenedwith pressbuttons. The pants are 
ideal for users who appriciate a narrow thigh width.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

34-62

105084100  LADIES’ TROUSERS, PULL-ON 

BLISS
Trendy and elegant PULL-ON jeans with sattle backand 
jeans pockets. The jeans has a mobilepocket on the right 
thigh which can be closed with a hiddenpressbutton. The 
legs can be folded an fastened with pressbuttons. The 
stylegives the users an optimal fit and room for moving.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

XS - 4XL

72-Grey 72-Grey 72-Grey

205147100  MEN’S TROUSERS

BLISS
Smart and elegant men´s jeans with adjustable elastic 
at the back of the waist. Mobile pocket on the right thigh 
which is fastened with a concealed snap fastener. Optimal 
comfort. May be worn by users who want a traditional 
jeans fit. The legs can be folded and fastenedwith press-
buttons.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

42-70
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p e r f e c t f i t 

Perfect fitcollection 

White - Coloured - 

PERFECT FIT is a collection of pants, developed by our designers. Their goal was to create pants with the best 
possible fit and a very nice silhouette. The PERFECT FIT pants will ensure you feel up to date, smart and well 
dressed in every work situation. Explore our urban world with high comfort and flexibility and a new methods of 
identity building. Sleek and modern look goes along with a slim and modern fit of the trousers. 

         Facts  

• Smart details
• Inner adjustable waistband in Ladies’ and men’s model
• Elastic at the waist in PULL-ON pants
• Closable cargo pocket on the thigh
• Buttoned back pockets
• Bar tacks in contrast colour
• Fashionable contrast bindings inside the pants

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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105099200  LADIES’ TROUSERS
105099202  LADIES’ TROUSERS (+10CM)

PERFECT FIT
Ladies’ chinos with ideal fit and a very nice silhoutte. 
Fashionable mid length front rise. Inner adjustable waist-
band. Closable pocket on the thigh.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

34-62

205166200  MEN’S TROUSERS
205166202  MEN’S TROUSERS (+10CM) 

PERFECT FIT
Men’s chinos with ideal fit and a very nice silhouette. 
Inner adjustable waistband. Closable pocket on the thigh

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

42-70

01-White

505021200  UNISEX-TROUSERS, PULL- ON
505021202  UNISEX-TROUSERS, PULL- ON (+10CM)

PERFECT FIT
PULL-ON chinos with ideal fit and a very nice silhouette. 
Elastic throughout the waistband which provides a good 
comfortable stretch. Closable pocket on the thigh.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

XS - 4XL

11-Blue 72-Black 01-White 11-Blue 72-Black 01-White 11-Blue 72-Black
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m i n d  

Mind  collection

This exclusive and light weight collection is designed for fashion-conscious employees who appreciate a casual 
and modern look in everyday life and emphasize a high level of functionality.  The guideline moves to the 
streetwear and is landing safely on a dark tone, which is easy to combine with most of our other collections. 
The MIND holds a range of new and clever details, which makes it very functional to wear. This comfortable and 
lightweight fabric quality has a brushed back, which creates a nice and soft feeling for the wearer. 

         Facts  

• The three mind pants come in a +10 cm leg length model
• Pockets which meets users’ present needs
• Adjustment at waist for ladies and unisex pants and waist coats and elastic at waist in PULL-ON pants
• Legs can be folded and fastened with press buttons
• Key straps inside hip pocket at waist coats
• With contrast stitching underlining the jeans look

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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Style: Unisex vest
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Style: Unisex vest
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150042900  LADIES’ WAISTCOAT

MIND
Fitted waistcoat with adjustable strap in both sides. Two functional and 
elegant double hip pockets  – the outermost pocket with flap and press 
button closure. Key strap in left pocket. Breast pocket with tone-in-tone 
stitching and well suited for name tags.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL

550005900  UNISEX WAISTCOAT 

MIND 
Waistcoat with adjustable strap in both sides. Two functional and elegant double hip pockets 
-  the outermost pocket with flap and press button closure. Key strap in left pocket. Breast 
pocket with tone-in-tone stitching and well suited for name tags.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL

10-Navy 10-Navy
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105086900  LADIES’ TROUSERS
105086902  LADIES’ TROUSERS (+10CM)

MIND
The trousers have elastic waistband in the back for optimal 
fit. Adjustable waistband in front by means of two elegant 
straps. The pants have a zip fly. Two cross pockets and 
one backpocket with press button closure. A discrete 
mobile pocket with press button closure on the right thigh. 
Adjuystableleg length by means of press buttons.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL

10-Blue

505009900  TROUSERS, PULL-ON
505009902  TROUSERS, PULL-ON (+10CM)

MIND
Smart and elegant PULL-ON pants with elastic waist-
band. Two cross pockets and one backpock with press- 
button closure. A discrete mobile welt pocket with press-
button closure on the right thigh. Adjustable leg length by 
means of press buttons.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL

10-Blue 10-Blue

505010900  TROUSERS
505010902  TROUSERS (+10CM)

MIND
The trousers have elastic waistband in the back for optimal 
fit. Adjustable waistband in front by means of two elegant 
straps. The pants have a Zip fly. Two cross pockets and 
one back pocket with pressbutton closure. A discrete mo-
bile welt pocket with press button closure on the right thigh. 
Adjustable leg length by means of press buttons.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL
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Harmony 
h a r m o n y

7575

collection

Harmony is an innovative stretch jeans collection designed to include all the classic jeans features such as 
saddleback, double stitching on inner seams, coin pocket and smart fit. Well balanced collection of nicely tai-
lored models is a subtle and classic theme with a modern look, shown in a new light. All-round range of trousers 
inspired by urban living, with a nod to authenticity. Harmony is the best option for wearers who prefer jeans, 
but would like a smart and basic alternative to denim. The white trousers in the range are excellent, as they are 
not ‘see-through’.  

         Facts 

• Front and back pockets
• Classic denim details
• Adjustment on the leg on Capri model
• Elastic adjustment inside the waist
• Stretchable fabric
• Key strap on the belt

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  

White - Coloured - 
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105038100  LADIES’ TROUSERS, TWIGGY
105038102  LADIES’ TROUSERS, TWIGGY (+10CM)

HARMONY
Twiggy will appeal to women with a ‘straight up and down’ figure. This 
style has slim hips and thighs. The waist is larger than normal - and 
slightly lower.

64/33/3% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 285 g/m2

34-62

205123100  MEN’S TROUSERS
205123102  MEN’S TROUSERS (+10CM)

HARMONY 
Men’s trousers with smart, youthful fit. Suitable for men of all ages.

64/33/3% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 285 g/m2

42-70 

01-White 72-Black01-White 72-Black
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Dessin no. 105040Ladies wear IP. 08.11.10
Customer: StockMade from pattern size M 

Side length 102 cm
Crotch length  82 cm
Foot width 20 cm     
(Made from sewing sample)

Dessin no. 105040Ladies wear IP. 08.11.10
Customer: StockMade from pattern size M 

Side length 102 cm
Crotch length  82 cm
Foot width 20 cm     
(Made from sewing sample)

105039100  LADIES’ TROUSERS, MONROE
105039102  LADIES’ TROUSERS, MONROE (+10CM)

HARMONY
Monroe will appeal to women with an hourglass figure, with different waist 
and hip measurements. They also offer generous thigh width.

64/33/3% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 285 g/m2

34-62

105040100  LADIES’ TROUSERS, PULL-ON
105040102  LADIES’ TROUSERS, PULL-ON (+10CM)

HARMONY 
The specially-developed 4 cm-wide elastic waistband ensures optimum comfort for the user. 
The PULL-ON style has a ‘false fly’ and looks like the other trousers in the range. These 
flexible PULL-ON trousers can be worn by men and women and can even be worn early in 
pregnancy.

64/33/3% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 285 g/m2

XS - 4XL

01-White 72-Black
01-White 72-Black
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105043100  LADIES’ CAPRI TROUSERS, PULL-ON

HARMONY
The capri styles are practical and flexibel in length, as the can be turned 
up and secured with snapfastners. The PULL-ON style has a “false fly” 
and looks like the other trousers in the range. The specially developed 
4 cm wide elastic waistband ensures optimum comfort for the wearer 
throughout theday. These flexible PULL-ON trousers can be worn by 
men and women and can even be worn early in pregnancy.

64/33/3% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 285 g/m2

XS - 4XL

01-White
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i n s i d e o u t

Inside-out collection

Practical and complete range with numerous smart trekking details. This range is made from lovely, light fabric 
which provides comfort at work. The story takes you on an expedition upwards, into the search for adventure 
and idea of re-connecting with nature. This comfort will lead you during the working day and it would work just 
as well on a basic camping or trekking trip. Garment is functional, with adjustment on the legs and practical 
pockets.

         Facts  

• Big pockets
• Practical thigh pockets
• Adjustment at waist of trousers
• Adjustable legs length
• Key straps
• Adjustment on the back waistcoat
• Light and durable quality

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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150023100  LADIES’ WAISTCOAT, ZIPPER

INSIDE-OUT
Ladies´ waistcoatwith zipper and good, deep pockets with 
mobile pocket and key loop, respectively. Side slits for 
increased freedom of movement.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

XS - 4XL

110062100  LADIES’ TROUSERS, FLEX 

INSIDE-OUT
Simple trousers with adjustable elasticed waist. This style 
has two hip pockets, two back pockets and a large right 
thigh pocket with flap and snap fasteners. These trousers 
have belt loops and fasten at the front with a button and 
buttonhole and a zip fly.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

34-62

25-Navy

205063100  MEN’S TROUSERS, FLEX

INSIDE-OUT
Light men’s trousers with good, deep front and back 
pockets and practical thigh pocket. Adjustable leg length 
by means of snap fasteners.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

42-70

25-Navy 25-Navy
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Club Classic
c l u b c l a s s i c

collection 

This collection is influenced by a style of the iconic creations and upgraded for the needs of a modern 
user. Frank Sinatra and Cary Grant used to say: “When it comes to pockets, everything should have 
its own place”. This range is following the idea behind as well. 

White - Coloured - 

The CLUB-CLASSIC collection is created for a wide spectrum of users and works perfectly both within the 
nursing home sector as well as the service and gastronomy segment. Here we have a very versatile and clas-
sic trouser range with numerous different features, where everyone can find something to match their needs. 
Flexible and durable products in a variety of qualities and fit.  Stick to a classic based pallet - black and white is 
always a commercial color story, which is easily be combined with other tones of garment. 

         Facts 

• Durable and comfortable qualities
• Depending on the chosen model, pants bring features like:
• Studs on the pockets for a casual look
• Elastic in the waist
• Deep, good pockets
• Belt loops
• Comfortable and classic looking pleats
• Jeans button

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering: 
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160000100  LADIES’ TROUSERS ELASTICISED 
160000102  LADIES’ TROUSERS (00) (+10CM) 
160000200  LADIES’ TROUSERS (00) (+10CM)

CLUB CLASSIC
Flexible ladies’ trousers with crease. These trousers have 
part-elasticated waist (at rear), two hip pockets and belt 
loops. They fasten at the front with a button and buttonhole 
and a zip fly.

34-62

65/35% polyester/cotton - 180-210 g/m2

110081100  LADIES’ TROUSERS ELASTICISED
110081102  LADIES’ TROUSERS (00) (+10CM)
110081200  LADIES’ TROUSERS (00) (+10CM)

CLUB CLASSIC 
These trousers offer a good fit and can be worn by both 
men and women. They have an elasticated waist and tie 
cord that ties on the outside at the front. They are made 
from a delightfully soft fabric, with emphasis on ensuring 
they are not ‘see-through’.

XS - 4XL

110056100  LADIES’ TROUSERS
110056102  LADIES’ TROUSERS (+10CM)

CLUB CLASSIC 
Ladies’ trousers with adjustable elasticated waist. The fabric 
has been brushed at the back to make it soft and comforta-
ble to wear.

34-62

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

00-White 00-White 11-Navy 72-Black07-White 16-Blue

41-Grey 48-Pale Grey

11-Navy 51-Light green

72-Black

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210-215 g/m2
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110090100  LADIES’ TROUSERS

CLUB CLASSIC 
Ladies´ trousers with a good fit in a jeans cut with stretch 
and fixed waistband. Front and back pockets with detail 
stitching. The fabric increases the comfort and the freedom 
of movement.

34-62

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - Coloured:

160005100  MATERNITY TROUSERS, ADJUSTABLE 

CLUB CLASSIC 
Adjustable maternity trousers in an exquisite stretch quality. 
Provides good comfort and ample freedom of movement.

XS - 4XL

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:

72-Black 00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 260 g/m2

11-Navy

110058100  LADIES’ TROUSERS WITH ELASTIC 

CLUB CLASSIC
Ladies’ trousers with part-elasticated waist. These trousers 
have two good, roomy front pockets, a zip fly and fasten at 
the front with two snap fasteners with glossy white caps..

34-60

00-Hvid

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

72-Sort
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105054100  UNISEX TROUSERS, PULL-ON

CLUB CLASSIC
The specially-developed wide elastic waistband ensures 
optimum comfort for the wearer throughout the day. This 
style has a ‘false fly’ and thus looks like the other trousers 
in the range. It has two front pockets, two back pockets and 
belt loops. These flexible PULL-ON trousers can be worn by 
men and women and can even be worn early in pregnancy.

XS - 4XL

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210-215 g/m2

105056200  UNISEX TROUSERS, MOBILE POCKET

CLUB CLASSIC 
Trousers with a good user-friendly fit for both men and 
women. Elastic and tie strap which is tied on the outside in 
front. Thigh pocket with pressbutton.

XS - 6XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

205060100  MEN’S TROUSERS 

CLUB CLASSIC 
Men’s trousers with pleats. These fasten with two snap 
fasteners and a zip fly. They have belt loops, good deep hip 
pockets and back pockets.

42-70

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210-245 g/m2

00-White 00-White72-Black 72-Black
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205000100  MEN’S TROUSERS, STITCHED

CLUB CLASSIC
Men’s trousers with stitched crease. These fasten with two 
snap fasteners and a zip fly. They have belt loops, good 
deep hip pockets and back pockets.

42-70

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

205002100  UNISEX TROUSERS, UPPER THIGH
205002200  UNISEX TROUSERS (+10CM)

CLUB CLASSIC 
These trousers have an internally adjustable waistband 
and are suitable for unisex wear. They fasten with two snap 
fasteners and a zip fly. There is a mobile phone pocket on 
the left thigh with a tab with snap fastener and space for a 
smartphone, for example. Pocket on right thigh with space 
for tools or a notepad, etc. This style also has belt loops, 
good deep hip pockets and a right-side back pocket.

XS - 6XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

205016230  MEN’S TROUSERS (69CM)
205016231  MEN’S TROUSERS (77CM)
205016232  MEN’S TROUSERS (85CM)

CLUB CLASSIC 
Men’s trousers with roomy patch pockets. These trousers 
also have belt loops, two front pockets and a right-side back 
pocket. They fasten at the front with two snap fasteners at 
the waist and a snap fastener fly.

XS - 6XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

00-White 00-White14-Blue 72-Black
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Dessin no. 205090Mens wear IP./BH. 16.11.06          
Customer: StockMade from pattern size M

Side length 110 cm
Crotch length 85 cm
Foot width 20.5 cm
(Copy from 20541, but different measures,
New  back pockets. No thigh -and phone pocket.)
(16.11.06 change exist S1814 aut. pocket no. 10 , BH. )
(Change exist: 2.11.11.IP.)
(Change exist: New back pockets. 24.11.11.IP.)  

(B length)

,
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205030100  MEN’S TROUSERS, JEANS MODEL

CLUB CLASSIC
Men’s trousers with a good fit in jeans cut with stretch and 
fixed waistband. Front pockets and backpockets with details 
stitching. The fabric increases the comfort and the freedom 
of movement.

72-120

00-White

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

205090100  MEN’S TROUSERS

CLUB CLASSIC 
Men’s trousers with part-elasticated waistband. These 
trousers have a button and buttonhole and a zip fly. This 
style has two front pockets and two back pockets with detail 
stitching and belt loops.

72-120

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - Coloured:

205127100  MEN’S TROUSERS 

CLUB CLASSIC 
Men’s trousers with smart, youthful fit. Suitable for men of 
all ages. These trousers have two front pockets, two back 
pockets and belt loops. They fasten at the front with a but-
ton and buttonhole and a zip fly.

72-120

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

72-Black 72-Black
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205002102  UNISEX TROUSERS W/THIGH BONE

ATTITUDE
These trousers have an internally adjustable waistband and are suitable for 
unisex wear. They fasten with two snap fasteners and a zip fly. There is a 
mobile phone pocket on the left thigh with a tab with snap fastener and space 
for a smartphone, for example. Pocket on right thigh with space for tools or a 
notepad, etc. This style also has belt loops, good deep hip pockets and a right-
side back pocket. This style has 10 cm extra leg length.

XS - 4XL

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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105018100  LADIES’ TROUSERS 

SMART PANTS
Innovative fabric for workwear. Our smart pants are inspired by leggings with 
high stretch comfort to ensure exellent freedom of movement. Smart pantsare 
designed for the user that is on the go and needs to stay fit for fight all day. 
Because of thehigh stretcheffect in the fabric, it is very important to wash at 
max 40 degr. (Homewash)

XS - 4XL  

00-White

805033900  TUCKED UP TROUSERS

FUSION
Extremely flexible trousers with turn-ups for temperature regulation, so they 
can be worn all year round. The two turn-up tabs on each leg fasten with snap 
fasteners. This style has two zipped slip pockets at the hip and a large practical 
right thigh pocket with room for a small notepad or a handheld terminal. They 
have good deep back pockets - also with a practical zip. For increased flexibil-
ity and comfort, the waist is elasticated at the sides and can also be adjusted 
with a snap fastener system at the front. This style fastens at the front with a 
button and buttonhole and a zip fly.

XS - 4XL

11-Navy

65/35% polyester/bomuld - 190 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

72-Black

77/19/4% viscose/nylon/ea Lycra - 260 g/m2

Domestic laundering:     

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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140006900  HOSPITAL JACKET

CLIMA SPORT
Great, super-soft hospital jacket with fleece lining. It has a left breast pocket for a ballpoint 
pen, name badge, etc. It has soft and comfortable ribbed cuffs on the sleeves, to help 
keep the wearer warm. It is generous in length, providing effective cover at the back, even 
when the wearer bends forward. It fastens at the front with a zip.

XS - 4XL

01-White

140051900  HOSPITAL JACKET, 1/1 SLEEVE

CLIMA SPORT
Great, super-soft hospital jacket with fleece lining. It has a left breast pocket for a ballpoint 
pen, name badge, etc. It has soft and comfortable ribbed cuffs on the sleeves, to help 
keep the wearer warm. It is generous in length, providing effective cover at the back, even 
when the wearer bends forward. It fastens at the front with buttons. 

S - 4XL

100% polyester - 322 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:     
100% polyester - 322 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

00-White11-Navy

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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401002100  THERMAL JACKET, BACK FLAP

CLIMA SPORT
Thermal jacket with adjustable back flap for heat regulation. 
The back flap, secured with three snap fasteners, also 
helps improve comfort, as when unfastened it covers the 
lower back when bending forward. The jacket has ribbed 
neck and arm cuffs and ribbing at the back. It also has 
good, roomy slip pockets and a practical inner pocket on 
the left side. It fastens at the front with snap fasteners.

XS - 4XL

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 380 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

401001100  THERMAL TROUSERS, ELASTIC

CLIMA SPORT
Thermal trousers with elasticated waist. These trousers 
have a fly with snap fasteners and 7 cm ribbed ankle cuffs.

XS - 3XL

401030100  THERMAL JACKET, HIGH COLLAR

CLIMA SPORT 
Thermal jacket with high collar and adjustable sleeve open-
ing. Good, roomy pocketw with integrated mobile phone 
pocket with a practical key loop. It fastens at the front with 6 
snap fastners. Suited for industrial laundring.

XS - 4XL

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 380 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:     

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 380 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

11-Navy
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401013100  THERMAL WAISTCOAT

CLIMA SPORT 
Thermal waistcoat with good, roomy slip pockets and a practical left breast pocket for 
ballpoint pens, etc. It fastens at the front with snap fasteners.

XS - 2XL

401000100  UNISEX THERMAL JACKET

CLIMA SPORT
Thermal jacket with adjustable back flap for heat regulation. The back flap, secured with 
three snap fasteners, also helps improve comfort, as when unfastened it covers the lower 
back when bending forward. The jacket has ribbed neck and arm cuffs and ribbing at the 
back. It also has good, roomy slip pockets and a practical inner pocket on the left side. It 
fastens at the front with snap fasteners.

XS - 3XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 380 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:  

11-Navy

65/35% polyester/cotton - 330 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White 11-Navy

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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805040900  UNISEX TROUSERS 

MOVE  
These trousers, in 100 % polyester, can be worn by both men and 
women. They have two side pockets and a back zip pocket, and tie 
adjustment at the waist and adjustment wit pressbuttons by the an-
kles. They are breathable and wind/water/dirt-resistant.

XS - 4XL  

140055900  SHRUG   

MOVE  
Warm shrug in soft microfiber and microfleece. Adjustable sleeve 
edges for fastening over the elbow. 

One-Size 1=XS-M, 2=L-2XL, 3=3XL-4XL

11-Blue       

100% polyester - 320 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Black      

100% polyester - 160 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
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540012900  UNISEX JACKET

MOVE  
The Unisex jacket has a clean a timeless look with zip closure at the front 
opening and in the two side pockets. The jacket is designed with seams and 
pockets hidden under the fleece lining which makes it very comfortable and 
functional to wear.

XS - 4XL  

72-Black 

100% polyester -  320 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

NEW MODEL
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147020100  SMOCK, RIB EDGE

MICRO SPORT
Light and comfortable anti-static microfibre smock with elastic ribbing on 
the sleeves and at the waist. Breaste pocket and good, large hip pokets 
with practical key loop in the right pocket.

XS - 4XL

349020100  UNISEX TROUSERS, RIBBING

MICRO SPORT 
Light and comfortable anti-static microfibre trousers with elastic ribbed ankle cuffs. Inner 
elastic and tie fastening at the waist.

XS - 4XL

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

50-Green 50-Green

99/1% pes. microfibre/carbon - 150 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
99/1% pes. microfibre/carbon - 150 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
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102031100  SKIRT

NADIA
Stretch skirt, elasticated waist and wide hem instead of a slit. A practical keay loop is sewn 
to the front right side. The skirt has a button and buttonhole and a zip fly. It also has a 
practical pocket on each side.

34-62

11-Navy

345006100  ETHNIC SCARF

NADIA
Square microfibre scarf. Can be worn as desired. The use of microfibre means the scarf 
can be worn all day without becoming too hot.One-size 110x110 cm

One Size

65/32/3% polyester/bomuld/EOL stretch - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      
100% polyester microfiber - 102 g/m2

Domestic laundering:      

11-Blue

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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In close cooperation with the users, we have developed 
an assortment that matches requirements for functional, 
comfortable and presentable clothing - from chef to wai-
ter. Here is both the classic and modern for everyone who 
works with cooking and serving:

• Chefs
• Kitchen Assistants
• Waiters  

Perfection, precision and a high speed. Employees in the 
field of gastronomy and catering make great demands on 
themselves and their clothing. For both the classic and the 
modern models, we have created an optimal fit and used 
durable materials which are just as developed for industrial 
washing and drying. 
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Performance 
p e r f o r m a n c e

collection

White - Coloured - 

The perfect shirt collection for all employees within the service area. This will go well in restaurant, hotel, logis-
tics, front desk, service etc. The shirt is produced in EU and based on strong European fabrics. These all-round 
products are also perfect for industrial laundry. 
The main principle of universal design, is good design for all. Maintaining the aesthetic to the highest standard, 
this way of thinking is quickly becoming the mantra of todays’ creations. The PERFORMANCE collection is in a 
classic colour scheme of winter white, icy blue and classic standard black. 

         Facts 

• Comes in long sleeve models and short sleeve models
• Breast pocket on the left side
• Good fit
• Casual “everyday” look and a high level of comfort
• Light weight fabric in two-tone is highly recommended

for many times wash

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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116058100  LADIES’ SHIRT, 1/1 SLEEVE

PERFORMANCE 
Classic ladies´ shirt with feminine collar and long sleeves. Waisted and breast pocket on 
the left side. Idela for industrial laundering.

XS - 4XL

116057100  LADIES’ SHIRT, 1/4 SLEEVE

PERFORMANCE
Classic ladies´ shirt with feminine collar and short sleeves. Waisted and breast pocket on 
the leftside. Idela for industrial laundering.

XS - 4XL

50/50% polyester/cotton - 120 g/m2

00-White

50/50% polyester/cotton - 120 g/m2

13-Light blue 72-Black00-White 13-Light blue 72-Black
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Dessin no. 216005
Customer: New Service  

Dessin no. 216005
Customer: New Service  

 Dessin no. 216006 
 Customer: New Service  

Mens wear NI. 13.08.14. 

 Dessin no. 216006 
 Customer: New Service  

Mens wear NI. 13.08.14. 

216006100  MEN’S SHIRT, 1/1 SLEEVE

PERFORMANCE 
Classic and stylish men’s shirt with long sleeves. Breast pocket on the left side. Ideal for 
industrial laundering.

XS - 4XL

50/50% polyester/cotton - 120 g/m2

00-White 13-Light blue 72-Black

216005100  MEN’S SHIRT, 1/4 SLEEVE

PERFORMANCE 
Classic and stylish men’s shirt with short sleeves. Breast pocket on the left side. Ideal for 
industrial laundering.

XS - 4XL

50/50% polyester/cotton - 120 g/m2

00-White 13-Light blue 72-Black
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201082100  CHEF’S JACKET 

PIPE
Chef jacket with cuff sleeves and piping. The good fit provides ample comfort 
and job satisfaction. Chef’s buttons not included.

48-70

01-White/
Black

65/35% pes/co - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

02-White/
Bordeaux

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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Taste 
t a s t e

collection

White - Coloured - 

Functional and fashionable range of chef’s jackets with excellent fit, for both men and women. The range 
focuses on a smart, sporty and aesthetic look, which is reflected in its name. This harmonious collection is an 
expression of everyday good taste. Dedicated for chef’s who feels comfortable with a young and smart look. 
Sport inspired collection made with understanding of momentum in the kitchen and service area. The haste 
and heat will be nicely balanced by the comfortable and good-looking garment.   

        Facts 

• Comes in men’s fit and ladies’ fit
• Available with long sleeves and short sleeves
• With functional details
• Good and comfortable fit
• Practical pocket on the sleeve
• Neck strap for bib apron
• Mandarine collar
• Durable and dirt-repelling quality
• Perfect match with all our chefs’ trousers

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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101008100  LADIES´ CHEFS JACKET, 1/4 SLEEVE

TASTE
Women chef’s jacket with china collar, which is more open 
than usual, to accomodate movement in a bysy environ-
ment. The jacket has a practical pocket on the left sleeve 
and is closed in the front with concealed pushbuttons and 
two visible buttons at the top.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

XS - 4XL

00-White 41-Grey 72-Black

00-White 41-Grey 72-Black

101007100  LADIES´ CHEFS JACKET

TASTE
Women chef’s jacket with china collar, which is more open 
than usual, to accomodate movement in a bysy environ-
ment. The jacket has a practical pocket on the left sleeve 
and is closed in the front with concealed pushbuttons and 
two visible buttons at the top.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

XS - 4XL

00-White 41-Grey 72-Black

00-White 41-Grey 72-Black

201074100  CHEF’S JACKET, 1/4 SLEEVE

TASTE
Short-sleeved style. This jacket has a mandarin collar that 
is more open than usual to allow freedom of movement in 
a busy environment. It has a practical pencil pocket on the 
left sleeve and fastens at the front with concealed snap 
fasteners and two visible buttons at the top. It has an inner 
neck flap and hanging loop at the neck.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

XS - 4XL

201076100  CHEF’S JACKET

TASTE
Long-sleeved style. This jacket has a mandarin collar that 
is more open than usual to allow freedom of movement in 
a busy environment. It has a practical pencil pocket on the 
left sleeve and fastens at the front with concealed snap 
fasteners and two visible buttons at the top. It has an inner 
neck flap and hanging loop at the neck.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

XS - 4XL
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All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

201000100  CHEF’S JACKET

DELIGHT
Chef’s jacket with mandarin collar. It fastens with chef’s buttons - to be ordered separately.

48-70

201000900  CHEF’S JACKET

DELIGHT
Chef’s jacket with mandarin collar. It fastens with chef’s buttons - to be ordered separately.

48-70

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210-245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:  
65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:  

00-White 00-White41-Grey 72-Black 72-Black
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201026100  CHEF’S JACKET, PUSH BUTTON 

DELIGHT 
Unisex Chef jacket fastened with chefs´ buttons. Cuff 
sleeves and breast pocket. The durable quality ensures a 
long life. Chefs´ buttons to be purchased separately.

48-70

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

201027100  CHEF’S JACKET, CUFF

DELIGHT
Chef’s jacket with snap fasteners and cuff sleeves. This 
style has a practical mandarin collar and a small left breast 
patch pocket. Chefs´ buttons to be purchased separately.

48-70

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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201058100  CHEF’S JACKET

DELIGHT
Jacket with cuffs, open mandarin collar and a practical pen-
cil pocket on the left sleeve. Inner neck flap, neck strap and 
fastening with chefs´ buttons - to be purchased separately.

XS - 4XL

00-White

50/50% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

201090100  CHEF’S JACKET

DELIGHT 
Traditional chef’s jacket with neckstrap for apron. 10 button-
holes for buttons - to be purchased separately.

48-70

201095900  CHEF’S JACKET 

DELIGHT 
Light and comfortable cotton chefs jacket with neck-strap 
for apron. 10 buttonholes for traditional chefs buttons - to be 
purchased separately.

48-72

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White

100% cotton - 235 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

01-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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g o u r m e t

Gourmetcollection

Classic and stylish range of chef’s clothes that convey solemnity and reliability in a highly traditional industry. 
Collection has a good well-though-out fit which ensure ample comfort. The timeless look of white upperparts is 
completed by a traditional chef’s buttons. Possibility of choosing different colours of buttons gives a personal 
touch to each garment. Buttons ordered separately. 

         Facts  

• Comes in chef’s jackets and chef’s cap
• Good and comfortable fit
• Exquisite cotton satin
• Neck strap inside
• Classic look
• Perfect match with all our chefs’ trousers

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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00-White 00-White

201002100  CHEF’S JACKET

GOURMET
Chef’s jacket in satin fabric with practical mandarin collar. It has an inner 
neck flap and hanging loop at the neck and fastens at the front with twelve 
chef’s buttons - to be purchased separately.

100% cotton satin - 270 g/m2

48-72

201002900  CHEF’S JACKET

GOURMET 
Chef’s jacket in satin fabric with practical mandarin collar. It has an inner neck flap 
and hanging loop at the neck and fastens at the front with twelve chef’s buttons - 
to be purchased separately.

100% cotton satin - 260 g/m2

48-72
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t a i l o r

Tailorcollection

White - Coloured - 

This collection is modern and stylish while it still sends a strong signal from the world of gastronomy. The inspi-
ration is inspired by our bespoke garments for the Royal Danish Court combined with our classic minimalistic 
tradition in Scandinavia. A discrete embroidery on the collar adds the last details: This is the product of choice 
for elegance and style. Harmoniously and aesthetically designed with care for subtle details will present itself in 
a bright light of a good timeless product. Elegant jacket with a strong visual look. 

         Facts  

• Comes in ladies’ and men model
• Smart and functional details
• Good and comfortable fit
• Practical pocket on the sleeve
• Neck strap for bib apron
• Collar with elegant embroidery
• Practical hidden buttons
• Adjustable cuffs
• Perfect match with all our chefs’ trousers
• Durable quality

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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101011100  LADIES´ CHEFS JACKET

TAILOR
Feminin, stylish and elegant. If you want a different visual appearance 
and yet still signal gastronomy and tradition. Single breasted with practical 
hidden buttons and discrete embrodery on the collar. The usual durable 
Nybo quality.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

201086100  CHEF’S JACKET

TAILOR 
This jacket is made in cooperation with the famous Danish top chef Thomas Herman. The 
design is inspired by the jackets worn by the staff laying the table at royal banquets com-
bined with the classic, minimalistic style of our Scandinavian traditionsand roots.The jacket 
meets the requirements of the industrial laundries.

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

XS - 4XL

00-White 72-Black00-White 72-Black
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g a r c o n

Garcon collection

GARCON is a wide range which comes in many different qualities and colours. 
Colour scale varies between white, grey, blue and black. 

As a waiter, you must always make the customer feel good. You have the ability to give your guests a good 
experience every time they visit. At the same time, you have great focus on the kitchen and you always know 
what is going on and which dishes are on the menu. A high level of kitchen and personal hygiene is one of the 
main factors and therefore it is very important that staff team in the restaurant or café is wearing clean and nice 
workwear, which reflects the ambitions of the place. Young, fresh living and a pulse of the city is mirrored in the 
garment and elegant tailored. GARCON is a cool and modern waiters’ collection, which comes in a wide range 
of products in different qualities. This range is continuously extending. 

         Facts  

• Smart and functional details
• Modern tailoring
• Modern and comfortable fit
• Practical pocket on the sleeve and neck strap

for bib apron in the chefs’ shirt
• Shirt and waistcoats closed with press buttons
• Shirt with adjustable cuffs
• Easy match with other garment from Nybo collection
• Durable quality

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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501007100  UNISEX CHEF’S JACKET 

GARCON
Smart and youthfull, waiter shirt with mandarin collar, smart waistline and 
many functional details such as sleeve slit and cuffs. Neck strap for apron and 
pencil pocket on the left sleeve. Also, two slits in the back which allow the shirt 
to be worn outside of the trousers. Smart double stitchings and elegant and 
user-friendly snap fastners. Suited for industrial laundring.

XS - 4XL

00-White

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Black

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:  

40-Grey
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150045100  LADIES’ WAISTCOAT

GARCON
Very feminine waistcoat with smart waistline and functio-
nal details. Made of a light fabric, suitable for industrial 
laundering. 

XS - 4XL

250004100  MEN’S WAISTCOAT 

GARCON 
A well-fitting waistcoat which radiates professionalism and 
experience. Several functional details. Made of a light fabric 
suitable for industrial laundering.

XS - 4XL

345025100  WAITER BAG 

GARCON 
Waiter’s purse with room for everything you carry around. 
May be attached to the apron strap.

One Size.

72-Black

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Black

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Black

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
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105094100  LADIES’ TROUSERS
105094102  LADIES’ TROUSERS (+10CM)

GARCON
Feminine trousers with narrow legs, low waist andstretch. 
Classic and elegant with a modern fit. Nice details such 
as pocket linning in pepita checkand red bar tacks at the 
pockets.

34-62

205148100  MEN’S TROUSERS
205148102  MEN’S TROUSERS (+10CM)

GARCON 
Men’s trousers with narrow legs, good stretch and low 
waist. Modern cut but still classic and elegant Small pepita 
cheque red details emphasize the affiliation of the sector.

48-70

102046100  SKIRT 

GARCON 
Feminine and slightly fitted skirt. Above knee skirt which can 
be combined with one of our smart shirts.

34-62

72-Black

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Black

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Black

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
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Flow collection

The FLOW collection is for young and trendy employees with a modern twist on classic styling with attention 
to details. This collection is continuously extended and supplements the other nice and elegant NYBO collec-
tions for hotel and restaurant business perfectly. All fabrics are very pleasant, soft and guarantees outstanding 
comfort, with a hint of high-end and raw look. The collection has a modern fit and gives an elegant and fresh 
look. The fleeting moment and youth - surprise and compliment the city’s drive. Continuous efficiency, joy and 
freshness are reflected in this series designed with full swing. Cool and elegant wide range in a slim and body 
conscious design. 

         Facts  

• Comes in cooks’ jackets and trousers
• Smart and functional details
• Modern fit
• Trousers in a modern jeans silhouette
• Exterior and interior neck strap and pocket on the sleeve at the jackets
• Durable quality
• Easy match with other garment from Nybo collection

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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501004100  UNISEX CHEF’S JACKET FLOW

FLOW 
Luxorious chef’s and waiter’s jacket in a soft and comfortable satin quality. The jacket is 
single breasted and has elegant seams with double stitchings in front and back, which 
underline the perfect fit. Long cuff sleeves and roll-up function. Innerchest pocket for pen. 
Elegant white press buttons and neck strap for apron.

XS - 4XL

50/50% polyester/cotton - 215 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White
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501003100 UNISEX CHEF’S JACKET

FLOW
Jacket with long sleeves and concealed snap fastners, except for two visible contrast snap 
fastners. Pocket on the left upper arm for pencil and tasting spoon. The jacket has a body 
fit and contrasting stitchings. Exterior neck strap for the apron. The fabric is very soft and 
comfortable and has a raw denim look.

XS - 4XL

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Grey

501001100  UNISEX CHEF’S JACKET, 1/4 SLEVE

FLOW
Jacket with short sleeve and concealed snap fastners, except for two visible contrast snap 
fastners. Pocket on the left upper arm for pencil and tasting spoon. The jacket has a body 
fit and contrasting stitchings. Exterior neck strap for the apron. The fabric is very soft and 
comfortable and has a raw denim look.

XS - 4XL

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Grey
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205149100  MEN’S TROUSERS

FLOW 
Smart and functional chef and waiter trousers in a jeans cut with saddleback and adjusta-
ble elasticat the back of the waistband. The trousers have atraditional five-pocket cut and 
are made of an exquisite, soft stretch quality. An attractive stylefor the café employee who 
appreciates a smart look at work.

48-70

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

72-Grey
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p e r f e c t f i t 

Perfect fitcollection 

White - Coloured - 

PERFECT FIT is a collection of pants, developed by our designers. Their goal was to create pants with the best 
possible fit and a very nice silhouette. The PERFECT FIT pants will ensure you feel up to date, smart and well 
dressed in every work situation. Explore our urban world with high comfort and flexibility and a new methods of 
identity building. Sleek and modern look goes along with a slim and modern fit of the trousers. 

         Facts  

• Smart details
• Inner adjustable waistband in Ladies’ and men’s model
• Elastic at the waist in PULL-ON pants
• Closable cargo pocket on the thigh
• Buttoned back pockets
• Bar tacks in contrast colour
• Fashionable contrast bindings inside the pants

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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105099200  LADIES’ TROUSERS
105099202  LADIES’ TROUSERS (+10CM)

PERFECT FIT
Ladies’ chinos with ideal fit and a very nice silhoutte. 
Fashionable mid length front rise. Inner adjustable waist-
band. Closable pocket on the thigh.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

34-62

205166200  MEN’S TROUSERS
205166202  MEN’S TROUSERS (+10CM) 

PERFECT FIT
Men’s chinos with ideal fit and a very nice silhouette. 
Inner adjustable waistband. Closable pocket on the thigh

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

42-70

01-White

505021200  UNISEX-TROUSERS, PULL- ON
505021202  UNISEX-TROUSERS, PULL- ON (+10CM)

PERFECT FIT
PULL-ON chinos with ideal fit and a very nice silhouette. 
Elastic throughout the waistband which provides a good 
comfortable stretch. Closable pocket on the thigh.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

XS - 4XL

11-Blue 72-Black 01-White 11-Blue 72-Black 01-White 11-Blue 72-Black
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Fandango

75

collection

Classic, hard-wearing and dirt-resistant range. Very practical solution for chef’s, butchers and bakers. All-round-
ed trousers with easy going fit ensure freedom of movement. The black-white panels bring to mind classic 
French and Italian food traditions. You can almost feel warm touch of the morning southern sun mixed with a 
smell of lavender fields, fruits and fresh baked bread.  

         Facts  

• Comes in: ladies’, men’, unisex trousers
• Durable and dirt-resistant fabric
• Classic and comfortable fit
• Front and back pockets
• Belt loops and pleats, or elastic in the waist
• Deep pockets

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering:  
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110091100  LADIES´ TROUSERS 

FANDANGO
Comfortable chef’s trousers with adjustable inner elastic at both sides of waist-
band. These trousers have two angled pockets and two back pockets. They 
fasten at the front with a button and buttonhole and a zip fly.

34-62

110091100  LADIES´ TROUSERS 

FANDANGO
Comfortable chef’s trousers with adjustable inner elastic at both sides of waist-
band. These trousers have two angled pockets and two back pockets. They 
fasten at the front with a button and buttonhole and a zip fly.

34-62

65/35% polyester/cotton - 235 g/m2 65/35% polyester/cotton - 240 g/m2

93-Grey/Black 80-Black/
white Pepita
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202004100  CHEF’S TROUSERS

FANDANGO
These trousers have belt loops, two side pockets and back pockets. They fas-
ten at the front with two side-by-side buttons and buttonholes and a zip fly.

42-70

202004900  CHEF’S TROUSERS 

FANDANGO
These trousers have belt loops, two side pockets and back pockets. They fas-
ten at the front with two side-by-side buttons and buttonholes and a zip fly.

42-70

91-Black/
white

65/35% polyester/cotton - 195 g/m2

80-Black/white Pepita

100% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

92-Grey/
Black
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205084100  MEN’S TROUSERS, DRAWSTRING 

FANDANGO
Mens pants with a drawstring at the waist

XS - 4XL

80-Black/
white Pepita

65/35% polyester/cotton - 195-240 g/m2

92-Black/
white

93-Grey/
Black
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Club Classic
c l u b c l a s s i c

collection 

This collection is influenced by a style of the iconic creations and upgraded for the needs of a modern 
user. Frank Sinatra and Cary Grant used to say: “When it comes to pockets, everything should have 
its own place”. This range is following the idea behind as well. 

White - Coloured - 

The CLUB-CLASSIC collection is created for a wide spectrum of users and works perfectly both within the 
nursing home sector as well as the service and gastronomy segment. Here we have a very versatile and clas-
sic trouser range with numerous different features, where everyone can find something to match their needs. 
Flexible and durable products in a variety of qualities and fit.  Stick to a classic based pallet - black and white is 
always a commercial color story, which is easily be combined with other tones of garment. 

         Facts 

• Durable and comfortable qualities
• Depending on the chosen model, pants bring features like:
• Studs on the pockets for a casual look
• Elastic in the waist
• Deep, good pockets
• Belt loops
• Comfortable and classic looking pleats
• Jeans button

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

Domestic laundering: 
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205090100 MEN’S TROUSERS

CLUB CLASSIC
Men’s trousers with part-elasticated waistband. These trousers have a button and but-
tonhole and a zip fly. This style has two front pockets and two back pockets with detail 
stitching and belt loops.

42-70

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

72-Black

110090100  LADIES’ TROUSERS

CLUB CLASSIC
Ladies´ trousers with a good fit in a jeans cut with stretch and fixed waistband. Front and 
back pockets with detail stitching. The fabric increases the comfort and the freedom of 
movement.

34-62

64/34/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 245 g/m2

72-Black
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318062100  APRON, POCKET

PICK-UP
Classical short apron with fastened tie belt, casing and pocket on right thigh. 

Measures: L: 60 x W: 98 cm.

65/35% polyester/bomuld - 180-245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured: 

56/42/2% polyester/bomuld/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

65/35% polyester/bomuld - 195 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
65/35% polyester/bomuld - 235 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White 30-Brown 60-Red 67-Bordeaux

72-Black 73-Dark grey 91-Black-
grey

40-Grey

92-Black-
white

96-Black-
grey

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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310002100  APRON, POCKET

PICK-UP
Apron with small front right pocket with plenty of 
space for a small notepad or a handheld terminal, for 
example. With straps that can be tied at the front or 
back depending on what look you want.

One-Size: L: 47 x W: 78 cm.

72-Black

72-Black 92-Black/white Pepita

00-White

318019100  BAKER’S AND CHEF’S APRON

PICK-UP
Short baker and chef apron with tie strap and draw-
string hem.

One-Size: L: 46 x W: 108 cm.

318021100  APRON, POCKET

PICK-UP
Small rounded apron with practical triple front pocket. 
The pocket consists of one large and two smaller 
compartments. Two belt loops and two tie straps 
which may be tied in a bow at the back or wrapped 
around the waist.

One-Size: L: 38 x W: 87 cm.

318119900  BAKER’S AND CHEF’S APRON

PICK-UP
Stylish waiter’s apron. It has white straps that can be 
tied at the back in a bow or wrapped round the waist 
for a modern look.

One-Size: L: 48 x W: 70 cm.

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
100% cotton - 270 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
65/35% polyester/cotton - 240 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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a l l o v e r

All-Over   collection

Smart range of bib aprons in modern colours and designs, perfect for any environment requiring quality. Find 
the answer to a question - how to play with ordinary themes while staying timeless and recognizable. This col-
lection stands out for its wide spectrum and adjustment capacity. It ensures a good fit, even for non-standard 
sizes. Brilliant, comfortable solution for a busy person in a service area. 

         Facts  

• Comes in wide spectrum of different models
• Neck strap with adjustable length
• Tighten with straps at hip
• Two models in this collection with big practical pockets
• One-size

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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610056100  BIB APRON 

ALL-OVER
Apron with inner pocket on the bib. Interior buttons and button holes in the 
neck strap, making it easy to adjust the apron to the height of each individual 
user.

One-Size: L: 98 x W: 91 cm.

40-Grey

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
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610039100  BIB APRON 

ALL-OVER
Bib apron with straps that can either be tied at the back in a bow or wrapped 
round the waist to give a little shape. It offers good length and width. The length 
can be adjusted using snap fasteners.

One-Size: L: 98 x W: 91 cm.

610039900  BIB APRON 

ALL-OVER
Bib apron with straps that can either be tied at the back in a bow or wrapped 
round the waist to give a little shape. It offers good length and width. The length 
can be adjusted using snap fasteners.

One-Size: L: 98 x W: 91 cm.

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 195-245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:  
65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

30-Brown 67-Bordeaux

72-Black

72-Black

73-Grey 92-Black/white stripe
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610001100  BIB APRON, CHEST POCKET

ALL-OVER
Bib apron with large breast pocket. It has straps that can either be tied at the 
back in a bow or wrapped round the waist to give a little shape. It offers good 
length and width. The neck length can be adjusted with three snap fasteners. 

One-Size: L: 89 x W: 70 cm.

610001900  BIB APRON, CHEST POCKET 

ALL-OVER
Bib apron with large breast pocket. It has straps that can either be tied at the 
back in a bow or wrapped round the waist to give a little shape. It offers good 
length and width. The neck length can be adjusted with three snap fasteners. 

One-Size: L: 89 x W: 70 cm.

00-White 00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 195-245 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:    

11-Navy 60-Red

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured: 

72-Black
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318010100  WAITER’S APRON, (72) WELT SIDE
318010900  WAITER’S APRON, (00, 11, 65, 72) WELT SIDE

SERVICE
Large waiter’s apron with slip pockets. It has a smart opening at the 
sides, to access trouser pockets under the apron, for example. The 
straps can be tied at the front or back depending what look you want. 

One-Size: L: 89 x W: 108 cm.

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured: 

318020100  WAITER’S APRON, (65, 72) WITHOUT SLIT
318020900  WAITER’S APRON, (00, 72) WITHOUT SLIT

SERVICE 
Large waiter’s apron. The straps can be tied at the front or back depending what look 
you want.

One-Size: L: 89 x W: 108 cm.

11-Navy 65-Bordeaux 72-Black 00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured: 

65-Bordeaux 72-Black

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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318070100  APRON, SLIT

SERVICE 
This apron has a tie-string and kick pleat for greater free-
dom of movement and good ventilation.

One-Size: L: 89 x W: 108 cm.

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured: 

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

65/35% polyester/cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

40-Grey

60-Red

91-Black/white stripe

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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Dessin no. 326021Accessorie wear IP. 14.09.11       
Customer: Stock               Made from pattern size M

Back length 89 cm
(Made from pattern)      
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Dessin no. 326021Accessorie wear IP. 14.09.11       
Customer: Stock               Made from pattern size M

Back length 89 cm
(Made from pattern)      

75 75

75 75

01-White/
Yellow (S)

02-White/
Green (L)

03-White/
Blue (2XL)

72-Black 72-Black

72-Black

318080100  SANDWICH APRON

DOLLY
Adjustable sandwich apron with coloured border 
and two practical front pockets. The border colour 
reflects the size of the apron, making logistics for the 
garment simple and manageable. Small has a yellow 
border, large has a green border, and 2XL has a 
blue border. The apron can be adjusted to fit anyone 
using the straps at the sides.

326019100  SANDWICH APRON

DOLLY
Apron with adjustable fit by means of press buttons 
in the sides. Practical large pocket with plenty of 
space for notepad etc.

XS - 4XL   

326018100  SANDWICH APRON

DOLLY
Apron with adjustable fit by means of press buttons 
in the sides. Good deep pockets with space for 
Notepad etc.

M, XL

326021100  SANDWICH APRON/HOUSE MAID

DOLLY
Double-sided apron with adjustable fit by means of tie-
bands at the back. Can easily be combined with leggings.

M, XL

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
67/33% polyester/cotton - 195 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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320000100  CHEF’S CAP

GOURMET
Klassisk kokkehue, som signalerer seriøsitet og profession-
alisme i ethvert køkken.

54-62

00-White

100% cotton - 180 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com

320009100  PILLBOX CHEF’S HAT

PILLBOX
Comfortable cap with practical velcro fastening at the back. It 
exemplifies a high level of hygiene.

One-Size 1.

56/42/2% polyester/cotton/EOL stretch - 220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

40-Grey

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering - White:   Domestic laundering - Coloured:    

72-Black
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845938100  BUTTONS  

BUTTONS
Buttons for chef’s jackets. 

00 White 01 Grey frosted silver 02 Black-white Pepita checked 05 Orange 06 Red 07 Como blue

11 Grey 15 Yellow 16 Blue 17 Perl grey 20 Navy 21 Brown

25 Black  30 Turquoise 47 Green 60 Bordeaux 61 Light blue 62 Gold

63 Shining silver 64 Brass  65 Khaki 66 Cobalt blue

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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Clothing used in production is often subject to very high 
demands on function and durability. We provide solutions 
to some of the most demanding customers in the food in-
dustry, biotech and electronics. You will find products with 
special characteristics:

• Antistatic
• Thermo
• Functional Design

We can offer products within HACCP and Clean Room. 
Our products meet the user’s requirements for functionali-
ty and comfort. Our garment is certified for industrial wash-
ing and drying.
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207055120  UNISEX SMOCK

HACCP
Coloured smock with lapel. As per regulations, it has an 
internal left breast pocket. The sleeve openings can be ad-
justed with snap fasteners. It has concealed snap fasteners 
on a placket. The cut is straight up and down with good 
length at the back.

XS - 2XL

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

508002120  UNISEX COAT 

HACCP 
White unisex overall with lapel. As per regulations, it has 
internal pockets with access at sides of overall. The sleeve 
openings can be adjusted with snap fasteners. This style 
fastens at the front with concealed snap fasteners.

XS - 2XL

536004120  UNISEX JACKET 

HACCP 
White unisex jacket with lapel. It has an internal left breast 
pocket and internal hip pockets with access on right side. 
The sleeve openings can be adjusted with snap fasteners. 
The cut is straight up and down, and it fastens at the front 
with concealed snap fasteners.

XS - 2XL

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
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205034120  UNISEX TROUSERS

HACCP
Trousers with inner elastic and tie cord at waist. The leg 
fastenings can be adjusted with snap fasteners.

XS - 2XL

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

205105120  OVERALL

HACCP 
Coloured overalls with large internal breast pocket and 
two side pockets with snap fasteners. Behind the left side 
pocket is adjustable access to underneath layers. The leg 
fastenings can be adjusted with snap fasteners, and there 
is a zip fly.

XS - 2XL

205106100  MEN’S TROUSERS

HACCP 
Men’s trousers with angled pockets with snap fasteners. 
Right-side back pocket also with snap fasteners. These 
trousers fasten at the front with two buttons and buttonholes 
and a zip fly.

42-62

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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00-White 00-White 00-White

321018100  CAP, HAIR NET, VELCRO

HACCP
Cap with hairnet. This cap has a smart peak and 
non-elasticated edge that can be adjusted in size 
with a velcro fastening at the back of the head. This 
style therefore fits all head sizes. 

One-Size

321017100  CAP, HAIR NET

HACCP
Cap with hairnet, completely covering the back of 
the head. This cap has a smart peak and elastic right 
round the edge of the net and therefore fits all head 
sizes

One-Size

321020100  CAP, HAIR NET, VELCRO

HACCP
Cap with hairnet and hairnet bag for long hair. This cap 
has a smart peak and non-elasticated edge that can be 
adjusted in size with a velcro fastening at the back of the 
head. This style therefore fits all head sizes. 

One-Size

100% polyester - 70 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
100% polyester - 70 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
100% polyester - 70 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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319012100  CAP, ADJUSTABLE VELCRO

HACCP
Garrison cap in one size with smart curve at the front edge. Adjustable 
velcro fstening at the backwhich makes it suitable for ponytail hairstyle.

One-Size

321000100  CAP

HACCP
Cap in One-Size with wide peak. Above the peak arepleats for a better 
fit. Elastic around the entire edge. Fits all head sizes.

One-Size

00-White 00-White

65/35% polyester/cotton - 245 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
65/35% polyester/cotton - 210 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

All models meet the requirements industrial laundry. 
Washing instructions on our homepage www.nybo.com
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Across professionals and industries, almost all employees 
need some basic products. We have combined a small-
er range of a high quality suppliers. We wish you to have 
the same quality of experience as when you buy our own 
products. Many of the products are suitable for industrial 
washing and drying. Here you can cover your users’ needs 
within:

• T-shirts
• Polo shirts
• Sweat shirts
•         Fleece
• Outdoor outerwear
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725008100  PRO WEAR LADIES T-SHIRT

PROWEAR
Extra strong Lady T-shirt. Feminin style with round neck and sideslits. Preshrunk at an 
extreme temperature which makes the style very stable and gives a high dyefastness.

XS - 6XL

815021100  PRO WEAR T-SHIRT 1/4 SLEEVE

PROWEAR
Extra strong T-shirt with 4-layer neck rib, side seam and taped neck and shoulders and 
inner neck flap. This T-shirt has undergone a pre-shrinking process at very high tempera-
tures for extra stability and a long life.
XS - 6XL

40/60% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-Whtie 11-Navy 13-Light blue 17-Blue melange 20-Blue 22-Azur

42-Gret melange 43-Silvergrey 45-Dark grey 50-Green 57-Lime 60-Red

64-Bordeaux 66-Purple 70-Yellow 71-Orange 72-Black

40/60% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White 11-Navy 13-Light blue 17-Blue melange 22-Azur 42-Grey melange

57-Lime 60-Red 66-Purple 72-Black
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715019100  PRO WEAR LADIES T-SHIRT 3/4 SLEEVE

PROWEAR 
Extra strong Lady T-shirt. Feminin style with round neck and sideslits. Preshrunk at an 
extreme temperature which makes the style very stable and gives a high dyefastness.

XS - 6XL

815022100  T-SHIRT 1/1SLEEVE PRO WEAR

PROWEAR
Extra strong T-shirt with 4-layer neck rib, side seam and taped neck and shoulders and 
inner neck flap. This T-shirt has undergone a pre-shrinking process at very high tempera-
tures for extra stability and a long life.

XS - 6XL

40/60% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-White

40/60% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

11-Navy 42-Grey

72-Black

00-White 11-Navy 13-Light blue

60-Red 72-Black
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725009100  LADIES’ POLO SENSE 

PROWEAR
Feminine, gently form-fitting polo shirt. This shirt is made from extra hard-wearing fabric 
with reinforcement at the neck and shoulders. It has undergone a pre-shrinking process at 
very high temperatures both before and after dyeing for extra stability and a long life.

XS - 6XL

825028100  PRO WEAR POLO T-SHIRT

PROWEAR
Extra strong Lady T-shirt. Feminin style with round neck and sideslits. Preshrunk at an 
extreme temperature which makes the style very stable and gives a high dyefastness.

XS - 6XL

50/50% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:
50/50% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

00-Whtie 11-Navy 13-Light blue 17-Blue melange 20-Blue 22-Azur

42-Gret melange 43-Silvergrey 45-Dark grey 50-Green 57-Lime 60-Red

64-Bordeaux 66-Purple 70-Yellow 71-Orange 72-Black

00-Whtie 11-Navy 13-Light blue 17-Blue melange 20-Blue 22-Azur

42-Gret melange 43-Silvergrey 45-Dark grey 50-Green 57-Lime 60-Red

64-Bordeaux 66-Purple 70-Yellow 71-Orange 72-Black
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825029100  POLO SHIRT WITH PRESSBUTTON

PROWEAR
This model has a nice heavy Pique quality which you can 
have in several fashion colours which goes fantastic togeth-
er with our other collections.

XS - 6XL

00-White

50/50% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

825034100  PRO WEAR POLO 

PROWEAR 
This model has a nice heavy Pique quality which you 
can have in several fashion colours which goes fantastic 
together with our other collections. This model has a breast 
pocket.

XS - 6XL

00-White

50/50% polyester/cotton - 210-220 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

11-Navy 22-Blue 60-Red 11-Navy 42-Grey 
melange

72-Black

846014100  PRO WEAR SWEATSHIRT 

PROWEAR 
Extra strong sweatshirt. Classical style with round neck. 
Very soft and brushed inside. The quality has been pre-
shrunk. Very Formstable with a high dyefastness.

XS - 6XL

00-White

30/70% polyester/cotton - 290 g/m2

Domestic laundering:

11-Navy 20-Blue 43-Silver-
grey

45-Dark grey 60-Red 72-Black
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Item Number Collection Type Page
101007100 Taste Ladies’ Chef’s Jacket 111
101008100 Taste Ladies’ Chef’s Jacket 111
101011100 Tailor Ladies’ Chef’s Jacket 119
102031100 Nadia Skirt 103
102046100 Garcon Skirt 123
103047200 Heartbeat Ladies’ Coat 68
105018100 Smart Pants Ladies’ Trousers 95
105038100 Harmony Ladies’ Trousers 83
105038102 Harmony Ladies’ Trousers 83
105039100 Harmony Ladies’ Trousers 84
105039102 Harmony Ladies’ Trousers 84
105040100 Harmony Ladies’ Trousers 84
105040102 Harmony Ladies’ Trousers 84
105043100 Harmony Ladies’ Trousers 85
105054100 Club Classic Unisex Trousers 91
105056200 Club Classic Unisex Trousers 91
105083100 Bliss Ladies’ Trousers 74
105084100 Bliss Ladies’ Trousers 74
105086900 Mind Ladies’ Trousers 80
105086902 Mind Ladies’ Trousers 80
105094100 Garcon Ladies’ Trousers 123
105094102 Garcon Ladies’ Trousers 123
105099200 Perfect Fit Ladies’ Trousers 77, 129
105099202 Perfect Fit Ladies’ Trousers 77, 129
105113200 Charisma Unisex Trousers 53
109000900 Heartbeat Ladies’ Coat 69
110056100 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
110056102 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
110058100 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 90
110062100 Inside-Out Ladies’ Trousers 87
110081100 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
110081102 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
110081200 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
110090100 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 90, 135
110091100 Fandango Ladies’ Trousers 131
116032120 Feel Free Ladies’ Tunic 39
116033120 Sunshine Ladies’ Tunic 45
116035120 Agave Ladies’ Tunic 43
116057100 Performance Ladies Shirt 107
116058100 Performance Ladies Shirt 107
118000102 Princess Dress 65
118054100 Wellness Dress 56
119000100 Little Princess Ladies’ Tunic 65
119023100 Little Princess Ladies’ Tunic 65
135023100 Cloud Ladies’ Tunic 70
135076100 Cloud Ladies’ Tunic 70
136002100 Aqua Ladies’ Tunic 59
136039120 Sporty-Chic Ladies’ Tunic 61
136057920 Joy Ladies’ Tunic 37
136058920 Joy Ladies’ Tunic 37
136060120 Wellness Ladies’ Tunic 55
136061920 Fresh Ladies’ Tunic 31
136062920 Fresh Ladies’ Tunic 31
136064920 Basic Care Ladies’ Tunic 71
136066120 Tennis Ladies’ Tunic 41
136073920 Picnic Ladies’ Tunic 35

136074120 Vintage Ladies’ Tunic 21
136074120 Charisma Ladies’ Tunic 52
136074220 Charisma Ladies’ Tunic 52
136077920 Sporty Ladies’ Tunic 29
136085920 Nature Ladies’ Tunic 25
136086120 Charisma Premium Ladies’ Tunic 47
136086220 Charisma Premium Ladies’ Tunic 47
136099900 Flair Ladies’ Tunic 23
136100120 Charisma Ladies’ Tunic 51
136105120 Cross Ladies’ Tunic 19
136112920 Fresh Ladies’ Tunic 32
140006900 Clima Sport Hospital Jacket 96
140051900 Clima Sport Hospital Jacket 96
140055900 Move Shrug 100
147020100 Micro Sport Smock 102
147024100 Vintage Ladies’ Tunic 21
147024100 Charisma Ladies’ Tunic 52
147027920 Sporty Ladies’ Smock 29
147030920 Nature Ladies’ Smock 25
147033900 Flair Ladies’ Smock 23
147037920 Nature Ladies’ Smock 26
150023100 Inside-Out Ladies’ Waistcoat 87
150042900 Mind Ladies’ Waistcoat 79
150043100 Bliss Ladies’ Waistcoat 73
150045100 Garcon Ladies’ Waistcoat 122
152000100 Collage Ladies’ Tunic 63
160000100 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
160000102 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
160000200 Club Classic Ladies’ Trousers 89
160005100 Club Classic Maternity Trousers 90
201000100 Delight Chef’s Jacket 112
201000900 Delight Chef’s Jacket 112
201002100 Gourmet Chef’s Jacket 117
201002900 Gourmet Chef’s Jacket 117
201026100 Delight Chef’s Jacket 114
201027100 Delight Chef’s Jacket 114
201058100 Delight Chef’s Jacket 115
201074100 Taste Chef’s Jacket 111
201076100 Taste Chef’s Jacket 111
201082100 Pipe Chef’s Jacket 109
201086100 Tailor Chef’s Jacket 119
201090100 Delight Chef’s Jacket 115
201095900 Delight Chef’s Jacket 115
202004100 Fandango Chef’s Trousers 132
202004900 Fandango Chef’s Trousers 132
203033120 Feel Free Unisex Smock 39
203034120 Agave Unisex Smock 43
203035120 Sunshine Unisex Smock 45
205000100 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 92
205002100 Club Classic Unisex Trousers 92
205002102 Attitude Unisex Trousers 94
205002200 Club Classic Unisex Trousers 92
205016230 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 92
205016231 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 92
205016232 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 92
205030100 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 93
205034120 HACCP Unisex Trousers 151
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205060100 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 91
205063100 Inside-Out Men’s Trousers 87
205084100 Fandango Men’s Trousers 133
205090100 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 93, 135
205105120 HACCP Overall 151
205106100 HACCP Men’s Trousers 151
205123100 Harmony Men’s Trousers 83
205123102 Harmony Men’s Trousers 83
205127100 Club Classic Men’s Trousers 93
205147100 Bliss Men’s Trousers 74
205148100 Garcon Men’s Trousers 123
205148102 Garcon Men’s Trousers 123
205149100 Flow Men’s Trousers 127
205166200 Perfect Fit Men’s Trousers 77, 129
205166202 Perfect Fit Men’s Trousers 77, 129
207055120 HACCP Unisex Smock 150
207061120 Sporty-Chic Unisex Smock 61
207083100 Aqua Unisex Smock 59
208031100 Heartbeat Men’s Coat 67
208043100 Heartbeat Men’s Coat 67
209000100 Heartbeat Men’s Coat 69
216005100 Performance Men’s Shirt 108
216006100 Performance Men’s Shirt 108
247012100 Basic Care Unisex Smock 71
247012900 Basic Care Unisex Smock 71
250004100 Garcon Men’s Waistcoat 122
310002100 Pick-Up Apron, pocket 137
318010100 Service Waiter’s Apron 142
318010900 Service Waiter’s Apron 142
318019100 Pick-Up Baker’s and Chef’s apron 137
318020100 Service Waiter’s Apron 142
318020900 Service Waiter’s Apron 142
318021100 Pick-Up Apron 137
318062100 Pick-Up Apron 136
318070100 Service Apron 143
318080100 Dolly Sandwich Apron 144
318119900 Pick-Up Baker’s and Chef’s apron 137
319012100 HACCP Cap 153
320000100 Gourmet Chef’s Cap 146
320009100 Pillbox Chef’s Hat 146
321000100 HACCP Cap 153
321017100 HACCP Cap 152
321018100 HACCP Cap 152
321020100 HACCP Cap 152
326018100 Dolly Sandwich Apron 144
326019100 Dolly Sandwich Apron 144
326021100 Dolly Sandwich Apron / House Maid Apron 144
345006100 Nadia Ethnic Scarf 103
345025100 Garcon Waiter Bag 122
349020100 Micro Sport Unisex Trousers 102
401000100 Clima Sport Unisex Thermal Jacket 99
401001100 Clima Sport Thermal Trousers 98
401002100 Clima Sport Thermal Jacket 98
401013100 Clima Sport Thermal Waistcoat 99
401030100 Clima Sport Thermal Jacket 98
501001100 Flow Unisex Chef’s Jacket 126
501003100 Flow Unisex Chef’s Jacket 126

501004100 Flow Unisex Chef’s Jacket 125
501007100 Garcon Unisex Chef’s Jacket 121
505009900 Mind Trousers 80
505009902 Mind Trousers 80
505010900 Mind Trousers 80
505010902 Mind Trousers 80
505021200 Perfect Fit Unisex Trousers 77, 129
505021202 Perfect Fit Unisex Trousers 77, 129
508002120 HACCP Unisex Coat 150
508004120 Heartbeat Unisex Coat 68
516005900 Flair Unisex Shirt 23
536001920 Joy Unisex Tunic 37
536002920 Fresh Unisex Tunic 31
536004120 HACCP Unisex Jacket 150
536008920 Picnic Unisex Tunic 35
536012920 Sporty Unisex Tunic 29
536018920 Nature Unisex Tunic 25
536021120 Charisma Premium Unisex Tunic/Shirt 48
536022120 Basic Care Unisex Tunic/Shirt 71
540012900 Move Unisex Jacket 101
547002120 Wellness Unisex Smock 55
547003920 Fresh Unisex Smock 31
547006120 Tennis Unisex Smock 41
547021920 Picnic Unisex Smock 35
547029920 Sporty Unisex Smock 29
547044920 Nature Unisex Smock 25
547059900 Flair Unisex Smock 23
547065120 Charisma Premium Unisex Smock 47
547065220 Charisma Premium Unisex Smock 47
547066120 Vintage Unisex Smock 21
547066120 Charisma Unisex Smock 52
547066220 Charisma Unisex Smock 52
547068120 Charisma Unisex Smock 51
547076120 Cross Unisex Smock 19
547082920 Fresh Unisex Smock 32
550005900 Mind Unisex Waistcoat 79
550006100 Bliss Unisex Waistcoat 73
610001100 All-Over Bib apron 141
610001900 All-Over Bib apron 141
610039100 All-Over Bib apron 140
610039900 All-Over Bib apron 140
610056100 All-Over Bib apron 139
715019100 Prowear Ladies T-shirt 157
725008100 Prowear Ladies T-shirt 156
725009100 Prowear Ladies Polo Shirt 158
805033900 Fusion Tucked-up Trousers 95
805034900 Wellness Unisex Trousers 55
805040900 Move Unisex Trousers 100
815021100 Prowear T-shirt 156
815022100 Prowear T-shirt 157
825028100 Prowear Polo T-shirt 158
825029100 Prowear Poloshirt 159
825034100 Prowear Polo 159
845938100 Buttons Buttons 147
846014100 Prowear Sweatshirt 159
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